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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
Faculty Minutes 
1969-70 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
February 3, 1970 
To: All Members of the University Faculty 
From: John N. Durrie, Secretary 
Subject: February Meeting of University Faculty 
The next regular meeting of the University Faculty will be h eld on 
Tuesday, February !.Q, ~ 3:30 p . m. in t he Kiva. 
The agenda will include the fol~owing items: -4:= . 
1. , ~~-r-rty_ &tk-'lr--s~/tR~ ~~., 
1. Resolution by Professor Barnett and others, and substi tute 
motion by Professor walker, relative to the Legal Aid 
Society. (Statements attached.) (NOTE: This item was 
tabled for a month at the January 13 meeting.) 
2 . Report from the Curricula committee relative to 
sub-baccalaureate degree programs -- Professor Alexander . 
3 . Nominations for replacements on standing committees for 
Semester II -- Professor Antreasian for t he Policy Committee . 
4 . Recommendation from the Continuing Education Committee 
relative to the branch college at Gallup - Professor 
Patterson. (Statement attached.) 
/.$-. Recommendation of Semester I, 1969-70, candidates for 
degrees - Dean Wollman, Arts and Sciences; Dean Dove, 
Engineering; Dean Lawrence, Education; Dean Adams, Fine 
Arts; Dean Rehder, Business and Administrative Sciences; 
Dean Murray, Nursing; Dr. Huber, University College; 
Dean Christopher, Law; and Dean Springer, Graduate School. 
(List to be distributed at meeting.) 
6. Annual Report of the Scholarships, Prizes, Loans, and 
High School Relations committee, as required in the 
statement of committee functions -- Professor Sam Smith. 
(Statement attached.) !· ~~ ~ FQA-~1' et.....& ~kx ~ ~ ~ ~,ci:C..r ~* 
JND/ped~~ b,, ~'ft:"'..a'"' ~a:.l.fu.i ~ ~ . 
Enclosures 
Additional Enclosure: Summarized minutes of meeting of 
January 13, 1970. 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
FACULTY MEETING 
February 10, 1970 
(Summarized Minutes) 
The February 10, 1970, meeting of the University Faculty was called 
to order by Vice President Travelstead at 3:30 p.m., with a quorum 
present. 
Announcements were made about a forthcoming speech by Dr. Harold 
Taylor, Popejoy Visiting Professor, and about the next course 
evaluation program. 
A list of the names of those who completed their academic require-
ments as of the end of Semester I, 1969-70, was distributed. candi-
dates for bachelors' degrees in the College of Arts and Sciences 
were presented by Dean Wollman; in the College of Engineering by 
Dean Dove; in the College of Education by Dean Lawrence~ in the 
College of Fine Arts by Dean Adams; in the School of Business and 
Administrative Sciences by Dean Rehder; in the College of Nursing by 
Dean Murray; and in the University College (for the B.U.S. degree) 
by Dr. Huber. A candidate for the degree of Juris Doctor in the 
School of Law was presented by Dean Christopher. Candidates for 
masters' and doctors' degrees in the Graduate School were presented 
by Dean Springer. The Faculty voted to recommend the list of candi-
dates to the Regents for the awarding of the respective degrees. 
Professor Fashing presented a resolution stating, "The Faculty of 
th~ University of New Mexico finds the final Report of the Joint 
University Investigating committee totally unacceptable. The recom-
mendations contained in the Report are antithetical to the most 
fundamental principles of academic freedom and represent a threat 
n~t.only to the academic integrity of the University but to the 
civil liberties of its constituents as well. We call upon the 
~egislature to repudiate the report and the principles implicit in 
lt:" By agreement, the phrase, "the academic integrity of the 
Un~versity," was changed to read, "the academic integrity of the 
universities of the State of New Mexico." 
After further discussion, a substitute resolution by Professor 
Merkx was introduced. This resolution indicated the recommendations 
of the Legislative Universities Investigating committee" to be 
detrimental to the best interests of university education in New 
Mexico." Concern was expressed in the resolution with three issues: 
the recommendation that campus security be transferred from campus 
authorities to the state Police, the witness immunity recommendation, 
ana the recommendation that a permanent legislative committee be 
e~tablished to "oversee the universities of New Mexico." The resolu-
tion concluded with the observation that "The Committee does not 
~Ocus attention upon the major problem confronting higher education 
in New Mexico: the threat of financial starvation." 
Several ·minor changes of wording being accepted by agreement, 
the Faculty approved the substitute resolution by a vote of 91 for, 
3 against, and a abstaining. It was further agreed by the Faculty 
that the resolution would be sent in the evening as a telegram to 
the governor, the chairman of the House Education Committee, the 
Speaker of the House, the chairman of the House Appropriations Com-
mittee, and the chairman of the House Judiciary Committee; addition-
ally, that the resolution should be transmitted as a letter to all 
members of the House and the Senate. The Faculty also instructed the 
Secretary to indicate that the messages were not paid for by Univer-
sity funds, it being agreed that funds of the Committee for the De-
fense of the University would be used for this purpose. 
By motion of the sponsors, the Faculty voted to withdraw t he motion 
and the substitute motion, made at the January 13, 1970, faculty 
meeting -- and tabled at that time for a month -- relative to the 
United Community Fund. Professor Huber then moved that the policy 
relative to the University United Fund adopted by the Faculty at its 
meeting of December 14, 1954, be reaffirmed and that the Faculty 
direct that the University United Fund committee "conform to the 
regulations stated therein regarding reporting of fund contributions, 
allocation of unspecified donations, etc." The Faculty then ap-
p~oved an amendment by Professor walker, requesting that the Univer-
sity United Fund Committee consider the advisability of making it 
mandatory for UNM employees to designate the donees for their con-
tributions: also asking the committee to report back to the Faculty. 
As thus amended, Professor Huber's motion was approved by the 
Faculty . Subsequently, the Faculty approved another amendment, in-
troduced by Professor Green, asking that the Committee also study 
the question of the Albuquerque United Fund "in effect redirecting 
the contributions from UNM employees." 
On behalf of the Curricula Committee, Professor Alexander presented 
a report recommending the granting of the Associate of Science degree 
by the College of Pharmacy for the two-year Dental Hygiene program 
(presently a certificate is awarded} and the granting of the same 
degree by the College of Arts and Sciences for a new two-year Medical 
L~boratory Technician program . It was agreed that the recommenda-
tions of the Curricula committee would be referred to the colleges 
in question and that the matter would be returned to the University 
Faculty at a later date. 
Pro~essor Antreasian, for the Policy committee, recommend7d the fol-
lowing replacements on standing committees: Graduate Committee --
Professor Walden for Professor Kanowitz and Professor Richards for 
Professor Everett; Research Allocations Committee -- Professor Milton 
Howard for Professor Paak; committee on the University -- Professor 
Bunting for Professor Roger Anderson; Summer Session Committee --
Professor Lazorik for Professor William c. Martin; Student Publica-
t~ons Board -- Professor Findley for Professor Wolf; Library Com-
mittee - Professor Kern for Professor Floyd and Professor Telly for 
Professor Lenberg: and Retirement and Insurance Committee -- Profes-
sor Brisk for Professor Breiland. These nominations were approved 
by the Faculty. 
Dr. McMichael, on behalf of the Continuing Education committee, 
~ecomrnended that the University's Gallup branch be allowed to offer 
post high-school courses or programs which are responsive to the 
-2-
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needs of the Gallup area." He pointed out that this recommendation 
would amend the Faculty's action on January 9, 1968, limitirtg the 
offerings at the Gallup branch to "a basic program of courses at the 
lower-division level " The following amendment, proposed by Professor 
Howarth, as then approved: "This expansion of course offerings at 
Gallup is not to be interpreted as indicating an intention of t h e 
University to continue programs of this kind indefinitely." After 
further discussion, the Committee's reconunendation, as amended, was 
approved by the Faculty. 
The standing rule regarding two-hour meetings having been suspended 
to permit a vote on the above matter, the meeting adjourned at 
5:38 p.m. 
John N. Durrie, Secretary 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
FACULTY MEETING 
February 10, 1970 
The February 10, 1970, meetin9..~of the University 
ViCJ.> Jr<. s ,de :.'I Faculty was called to order by~ Travelstead at 3:30 p. m~ 
with a quorum present. ~ 
DEAN TRAVELSTEAD The meeting will come to order. 
President Heady is ill today at home and asked me to pre-
side. 
We will proceed with the agenda except I would like 
to ask if the Faculty would like to have the agenda -- the 
awarding of degrees moved up on the agenda. Those should 
be short but I do not wish to change it unless the Faculty 
supports it. There are two announcements that would come 
at the beginning because I think they are important and then 
the awarding of the degrees, if you are willing to so move . 
(THEREUPON, several faculty members moved the change 
in agenda with several seconds.) 
m,....,,.,, ,;.._ TRAVELSTEAD 
v\l~., c..ay-('ies r All in favor, "aye"; opposed "no". The 
'l'he first announcement is that information in the Lobo 
about Mr. Taylor's speech here tomorrow night was in error 
and it will be held in the Kiva instead of the theatre. That 
was an unfortunate error. The other announcement is by Robert 
Simms in connection with course evaluation. Mr . Simms, make 
it brief, please. 
ROBERT SIMMS Good afternoon. As you know, my course 
evaluation the last semester had many errors in it and we 
are trying to -- the concept is to make a useful tool for 
the student and professor so that the student has a preview 
of the course and the professor has a little feedback?hat's 
coming from the students. ve are trying to administer the 
Use of the honor system so the professors monitor their own 
class and so the student doesn't have to come in and do thi.s 
for their class. The output is numerical values that we are 
trying to change that for next year. We don't have the funds 
to do it this year. We are hoping that some of you will 
come to our meeting next Tuesday night to help us rebuild 
the program in the area of form writing. As you know, some 
Speech by 
Harold 
Taylor 
Course 
Evaluation 
Program 
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of the forms were a little vague or misleading. We need some 
expert help in this field so that everyone at the University 
can understand what is going on and help to better evaluate 
the professors and the professors can get a better j_dea 
what's going on. Also by doing this we will have a much 
more useful booklet when it comes out. Thank you very much. 
Oh, that meeting is Tuesday night at seven p.m. in 
Room 231-A in the Union. 
TRAVELSTEAD Thank you. We will move to the agenda 
item number five in line with your earlier action and ask 
for the deans of the respective colleges to make their rec-
ommendations in the order listed in the agenda. We will 
start with Dean Wollman in the College of Arts and Sciences. 
DEAN WOLLMAN Mr. Vice President, the candidates for 
the degrees of Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science i~ 
the College of Arts and Sciences are listed on pages one 
through four of the printed material. The College of Arts 
and Sciences recommends~ approval and the award of their 
degrees . 
PROFESSOR GREEN Second. 
TRAVELSTEAD Discussion? All in favor of the motion 
say "aye"; opposed "no". The motion is carried. 
Dean Dove of the College of Engineering. 
DEAN DOVE Mr. Chairman, the candidates for Bachelor 
of Engineering degrees are listed on page four. The faculty 
of the College of Engineering recommends that this Faculty 
approve and forward to the Regents for the awarding of the 
degree . 
TRAVELSTEAD Is there a second? 
(There were several seconds.) 
TRAVELSTEAD Discussion? All those in favor say 
''aye''; opposed ''no''. :Jt:.e. ~~ ~-Le<::f} 
Dean Lawrence, College of Education. 
DEAN LAWRENCE Mr . Chairman, the candidates for bach-
elor's degrees in the College of Education are listed on 
Pages five through eight. I move that the Faculty accept 
these names and forward them to the Regents for their approv-
al . 
Candidates 
for Degrees, 
Semester I, 
1969-70 
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TRAVELSTEAD Second? 
PROFESSOR COTTRELL Second. 
TRAVELSTEAD Discussion? Those in favor say "aye"; 
opposed "no" . ae_ w~ ;,L ~~p 
Dean Adams of the College of Fine Arts. 
DEAN ADAMS The College of Fine Arts has the candi -
dates appearing on page eight . These candidates have com-
pleted all the requirements for the several baccalaureate 
degrees as listed. On behalf of the faculty of the College 
of Fine Arts I move they be approved by the University 
Faculty and recommended to the Regents for award of these 
degrees . 
"aye"; 
PROFESSOR THORSON Second . 
TRAVELSTEAD Dis9yss~on ? All those in favor say 
opposed? ~( ~ t<. c~1:Vck< . edJ, 
Dean Rehder, School of Business and Administrative 
Sciences. 
DEAN REHDER Mr . Vice President, the faculty of the 
School of Business and Administrative Sciences certifies 
that the degree candidates listed on page nine have satisfac-
torily met our school's degree requirements and recommends 
to you and the University Faculty that they be forwarded 
to the Regents for awarding the Bachelor of Business Ad-
ministration degrees . 
TRAVELSTEAD And also page eight? Some are on page 
eight, Bob, is that right? 
REHDER Yes, page eight . 
TRAVELSTEAD Is there a second? 
THORSON · Second. 
TRAVELSTEAD Discussion? All in favor say "aye"; 
opposed "no". ~ ~ ;'fl ~~-
Dean Murray, College of Nursing. 
DEAN MURRAY Mr. Vice President, the listing of can-
didate for the Bachelor of Science degree in nursing are list-
ed on page nine and I would like to recommend to the Faculty 
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of the University that this list of student's names be rec-
ommended for approval by this body and forwarded to the 
Board of Regents for awarding of degree . 
TRAVELSTEAD Thank you . Is t here a second? 
(A second was given by a faculty member . ) 
TRAVELSTEAD ..._ All in favor say "aye";. opposed "no". 
~~l..~~-
Doctor Huber , University College. 
DOCTOR HUBER Mr. Chairman, members of the faculty: 
Names of the students at the bottom of page nine and the top 
of page ten have been certified by the University College 
as having met this general faculty's requirements for the 
degree of Bachelor of University Studies. I, therefore, move 
that this body approve them for such degree and recommend 
to the Regents that the degree be granted . 
TRAVELSTEAD Is there a second? 
(There were several seconds.) 
TRAVELSTEAD Disc4..ssion? All in favor, "aye"; op-
posed? ~ ~ - ~ ~~,/? 
Dean Christopher, School of Law. 
DEAN CHRISTOPHER Mr ; Vice President, the College 
of Law candidate is on page ten . Upon behalf of the fac-
tulty of the School of Law I move that this faculty approve 
this candidate and forward to the Regents with a reconunenda-
tion for approval. 
TRAVELSTEAD Is there a second? 
(There were several seconds.) 
JRAVEL~TEAD Discussion? Those in favor? 
£-a~. 
Dean Springer, Graduate School. 
Opposed~ 
DEAN SPRINGER Mr . Vice President, the names of those 
candidates appear on pages ten through thirteen and the Grad-
uate Committee has examined this list and finds all of the 
C&ndidates have completed the requirements. On their behalf 
I move that the Faculty approve these degrees and recommend 
to the Regents that the degrees be awarded. 
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TRAVELSTEAD Second? 
(There were several seconds.) 
TRAVELSTEAD Discussion? All in favor, "aye"; op-
posed? ~ ~~~ C-¥2-t~~ 
Mr. Fashing. 
PROFESSOR FASHING I would like to ask at this time 
if the Faculty would consider altering the order of the agenda 
to introduce a resolution, which I think the faculty members 
have here, which I think takes precedence over the other 
business on the agenda. I think it does this~ in 
light of the recent statements by President Heady sugges ting 
that the final report of the Legislative Investigating 
Committee on the University was acceptable under the circum-
stances; in fact, suggestion that the University give tacit 
approval to this, and I think the Faculty ought to go on 
record as taking some kind of stand on either my motion or 
an alternate. 
TRAVELSTEAD Before we debate this would you make a 
motion to see if the Faculty wishes to change the order? 
FASHING I move that the Faculty 
of the agenda to consider my resolution, 
their hands. It's the short resolution. 
it. 
change the 
which they 
It has my 
order 
have in 
name on 
TRAVELSTEAD Is there a second to the motion? 
PROFESSOR SCHMIDT Second . 
TRAVELSTEAD The motion is to change our agenda, and 
you may speak to this motion. 
FASHING I will read the motion . The resolution is 
that the Faculty of the University of New Mexico finds the 
final Report of the Joint University Investigating Committee 
totally unacceptable. The recommendations contained in the 
Report are antithetical to the most fundamental principles 
of academic freedom and represent a threat not only to the 
academic integrity of the University, but to the c'vil lib-
erties of its constitutents as well. We call upon the Legis-
lature to repudiate the report and the principles i mplicit 
in it. 
I offer it at this time because the Legislature i s 
Reso lutions 
re Fina l 
Re po rt of 
Legislative 
UniversitiES 
I nvestigat-
ing Commit-
tee 
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currently going - - considering four bills, which are based 
on these recommendations, and by week's end they wi ll have 
either passed or turned the bills down. 
TRAVELSTEAD We are not debating the motion as read 
there. We are debating right now whether you wish to change 
the agenda. Do you wish to discuss that motion? 
WOLLMAN I have another resolution and it seems to 
me that if we change the agenda we should look at both of 
these resolutions because they cover approximately the same 
general material. I don't know the author of this other 
resolution. 
TRAVELSTEAD Is putting these at the early part of 
the agenda necessary to accomplish your purposes, as long 
as we get them done this afternoon? Does is the change 
in order important, or that we should get it done this after-
noon? 
FASHING I think it is the most important item, 
frankly, on the agenda, and I would like to see it enter-
tained first. 
TRAVELSTEAD We have this one motion right now and 
we will have to discuss it and consider others after it: 
Whether we change the agenda or what -- was yours an amend-
ment to his motion that we consider not only his resolution 
but also another one? Is t hat it? 
WOLLMAN I don't know who authored this resolution. 
I though t maybe whoever did might want it considered along 
with the first . 
TRAVELSTEAD Mr. Fashing. 
FASHING Professor Merkx authored the other resolu-
tion and I think he would like to have it considered and 
would accept -- he's currently teaching and he will be here 
a little late. 
WOLLMAN I will amend the motion , if we change the 
order, that we consider both resolutions. 
TRAVELSTEAD 
Is there a second? 
We have an amendment to the motion . 
THORSON 
FASHING 
Second. 
I accept it. 
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TRAVELSTEAD All right. It comes back and is made 
a part, then . Who seconded your original motion? Mr. 
Schmidt? 
SCHMIDT Yes . 
TRAVELSTEAD All right. We have an amended motion 
now which is to change the agenda, whi ch if passed would take 
care of both of these resolutions . Further discussion on 
this reworded amended motion? 
~~t; 
PROFESSOR WALKER If 
the best time to discuss it? 
Professor Merkx~is it 
I don't know . Perhaps 
is this 
it is . 
TRAVELSTEAD Are you speaking for -- it's in t he 
motion, Does anvbody else want to comment on Mr . Walker's 
question? You are voting merely now whether to change the 
agenda and putting consideration of these two resolutions. 
Are you ready to vote? 
(Se\eral faculty members were calling for the question . ) 
HUBER Point of information, Mr . Chairman, with re-
gard to Robert's Rules of Order . Is it appropriate to have 
a resolution come to the floor of this nature at this late 
date and then to change the order of business which were 
carryover business ite ms from the last meeting, namely items 
number one and number two? 
TRAVELSTEAD I got the question . Do you want to an-
swer that, Mr . Eubank? Are we legal? 
PROFESSOR EUBANK It depends on the desire of the 
group . 
TRAVELSTEAD It's up to the body. 
of this further? Are you ready to vote? 
say "aye " ; opposed "no". The "ayes" have 
sider your resolution first, Mr. Fashing . 
Any discussion 
All those in favor 
it and we will con-
FASHING 
floating around. 
Shall I read it again? There may be copies 
I think there should be extra copies. 
May I add that there is a typographical error and one 
Word was omitted at the end of the third line between "report" 
and "antithetical" and there should be a "are" so that it 
should read: "The recommendations contained in the report 
are antithetical" . 
Shall I read the entire resolution? 
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TRAVELSTEAD I suggest you do and put it in the form 
of a motion and after it's seconded then we will have dis-
cussion. 
FASHING I would like to move the Faculty adopt the 
following resolution: 
"The Faculty of the University of New Mexico finds 
the final Report of the Joint University Investigating Com-
mittee totally unacceptable. The recommendations contained 
in the Report are antithetical to the most fundamental prin-
ciples of academic freedom and represent a threat not only 
to the academic integrity of the University, but to the civil 
liberties of its constituents as well. We call uoon the 
Legislature to repudiate the report and the principles im-
plicit in it." 
TRAVELSTEAD Is there a second to the motion? 
PROFESSOR HOWARTH Second. 
FASHING It seems to me that this recommendation of 
the Committee, which were published in all of the local news-
papers, if implemented will definitely restrict the academic 
freedom on the campus in the free exchange in the classroom; 
specifically I refer you to the recommendations, and these 
include recommendations which would extend the Regents' con-
trol in the classroom or reaffirm the policy of Regents' 
control which is in the report, that the Regents have both 
the responsibility for control of course content and books 
to be used in the course. I find this to be an excessive --
excessive power on the part of the Regents. 
Secondly I think what this report will do, if imple-
mented -- and I think that the most important parts of the 
report would implement this -- are that it would set students 
and faculty to spying on one another and I think it would 
resurrect the worst kind, the worst features of the McCarthy 
era and I think this is something that in some respects is 
already alive in this University and I would like to see a 
stop put to it right now and the University go on record as 
opposing this kind of activity. 
Third, I think it would be giving excessive power to 
the state police in that it would put the control of the 
campus police force under the control of the state police 
and I think this, in a sense, abdicates the responsibility 
of the University Committee to decide when we need outside 
Police help to regulate activities on campus. 
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Finally I would say that the statement of President 
Heady, which if it is indeed correct, as it appeared in the 
Lobo represents on his part an abdication of responsibility 
and I would say that it suggests if we leave this matter go 
without any - - without any faculty attention, that it sug-
gests a kind of tacit approval on the part of the Faculty 
that the report is, in fact, acceptable under the circumstances. 
I don't think that the report is acceptable under the cir-
cumstances and if I may borrow a phrase from the Supreme 
Court, I find it without any redeeming social value. 
TRAVELSTEAD Further discussion on the motion? Mr . 
Ivins. 
PROFESSOR IVINS In view of the fact that the longer 
resolution includes the reasons which Mr. Fashing h as just 
stated, it, therefore, seems somewhat more substantive. I 
would like to hear his reaction to the longer resolution. 
lution . 
of them 
be able 
MR . FASHING I have no 
It seems to me that I 
passed. It seems that 
to obtain some general 
objection to the longer reso-
would be willing to see either 
a shorter resolution might 
passage . 
TRAVELSTEAD Do I understand you want to change 
your original ~esolution? What you said, the second was as 
well as what you · said first or substitute the second for the 
first? 
FASHING No, I don't personally want to do that be-
cause I think it will be easier to obtain general agreement 
on a shorter statement. 
TRAVELSTEAD You want to leave your first one as it 
stands? 
FASHING However; if the Faculty wants to adopt the 
substitute motion I won't object. 
TRAVELSTEAD They wil l find a way to do t hat, prob-
ably. 
COTTRELL On the Fashing resolution I think we s hould 
edge it a bit where we speak on behalf of all the universities 
in New Mexico, not as a Faculty, but down in the second sen-
tence: "The recommendations contained in the report are anti-
thetical to the most fundamental principles of academic 
freedom and represent a threat not only to the academic in-
tegrity of the University" -- and I think we should include 
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in our statement ''for all the universities of higher educa-
tion in New Mexico," and so perhaps that should read : "the 
academi c integrity of the universities of t h e State of New 
Mexico . " 
FASHING Fine with me. 
TRAVELSTEAD Does the seconder accept the change? 
HOWARTH I did. 
TRAVELSTEAD Who seconded t his? 
HOWARTH I did . I am dubious about accepting this 
because it seems to me that we are concerned with this Uni -
versity . If t h e other universities want to object, then 
let them. 
COTTRELL I would agree that we are primarily con-
cerned with this University, but I think as a matter of prin-
ciple we are concerned with higher education in Ne w Mexico, 
and, let's face it, some of the other universities in this 
state -- the faculty have been intimidated to a much great-
er extent . I have talked with faculty members from both 
~ Eastern and New Mexico State who, because of situations 
which exist on their campuses, are literally afraid to 
speak out on this issue and so while we are speaking of a 
matter of principle, why can't we make it relate to the 
universities of the State of Ne w Mexico because it would 
have the same effect on every univers ity as it would have 
on us? 
TRAVELSTEAD You are convj.nced? 
HOWARTH Yes. 
TRAVELSTEAD All right, we will make it a part of 
the motion . Mr . Ze pper and then Mr . Huber . 
PROFESSOR ZEPPER I wou ld like to speak in favor of 
the Merkx proposal based upon my own knowledge rather than 
the F ashing proposal because of the -- because Fashing 's 
Proposal states totally unacceptable . I, for one, have 
not, through the newspapers or the Lobo found a chance to 
read the entire report and I wonder how many people here have 
read the entire report . There may be something of some value 
that would be acceptable to us, and to say "totally" brands 
the entire thing as being against the principles of aca-
demic freedom and the ideals of the University . The specif-
ics that are contained in the Merkx proposal, I think, it 
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has been possible for everyone to read those either in the 
Lobo or the newspapers and the specifics, for our knowledge, 
I think, would be more accurate. I would oppose this at 
t his particular time . 
TRAVELSTEAD Mr. Zepper, I will have to ask you to - -
ZEPPER 
ing a motion . 
No, I am speaking in favor -- I am not offer-
FACULTY MEMBER 
motion. 
TRAVELSTEAD 
Mr . Zeppe r . 
I would like to offer it as a second 
I will recognize first Mr . Huber then 
HUBER I would make only two comments: One, Mr . Zepper 
has already made, and I would like to speak against the Fash -
ing resolution on the grounds it says "totally unacceptable'' . 
I, for one, read verbatim the entire report to the 
Legislature by the Committee . I could not, in conscience, 
say that I would find it "totally unacceptable'' . There are 
certain facets of it , and certain specific recommendations, 
that , to the Legislature, that I might find some fault with. 
I might e v e n obj e ct violently to . But, as far as the total 
report is concerned , I could not find it "totally unaccept-
able" . 
I am speaking against the Fashing resolution . 
Fur thermore , with reference to one of Professor 
Fashing's remarks, until the Supre me Court of the State of 
New Mexico o r the Supreme Court of the United States, if it 
is appropriate, overrules the findings of the Attorney Gen-
eral and the stated legislation of the Constitution of the 
State of New Mexico, the Regents are, as the Attorney General 
s t a ted, responsible for -- whether you like it or not --
what is taught, what isn't taught, so, therefore, you need 
a constitutional amendment and new legislative amendments 
rather than saying their report, which states that the 
Regents are responsible, is erroneous, because it isn't . 
Unles s you get a Supreme Court decision to the contrary, and 
if you wish to, go ahead, but I am not going to say that the 
law of -- the law has been breached . 
TRAVELSTEAD I recognize Mr. Hersh . 
PROFESSOR HERSH I would like to offer the 1erkx 
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resoluti on as a substitute resolution. 
PROFESSOR PROUSE Second . 
TRAVELSTEAD 
Merkx resolution out. 
All right . Let's get copies of t his 
HERSH I wi ll read this and I wil l explain why I 
prefer this to the Fashing resolution . I am speaking loud 
enough ? Resolution: 
We wish to go on record as finding the recommendations 
of the Legislative Universities Investigating Committee to 
be detrimental to the best interests of university educa-
tion in New Mexico. 
I n particular, we find ourselves concerned wi th the 
following issues: 
One: The recommendation t hat campus security be trans-
ferred from campus authorities to the State Police bears 
little realtionship to the day-to- day realities of campus 
life, and does not reflect t h e lack of v iolence and relativ e 
peace which have characterized New Mexico campuses. The 
removal of enforcement responsibility from campus - based 
officials and the introduction of state police in other state 
universities has led to polarization and open violence . 
Two: The wi tness immunity recommendation is not only 
of doubtful constitutionality, but also threatens to polit-
icize the universities. This recommendation would make it 
possible for irresponsible and baseless charges to be brought 
against university personnel, leaving t h em no recourse to 
libel or slander laws . It would subject faculty members to 
the constant liability to testify about personal or profes-
sional matters whi ch are not the business of the legislature . 
Above all, it would constitute a restraint upon that free 
expression of ideas which is the most basic principle of 
university life . 
Three: The recommendation that a permanent legisla-
tive committee be established to oversee the universities 
of New Mexico is an invitation to immerse the universities 
in politics. This recommendation subverts the authority of 
the boards of regents, which were set up for important 
reasons, including removal of the universities from partisan 
Politics and to prevent their becoming political targets. 
First-rate universities cannot properly conduct their educa-
tional function in the constant glare of pol itical headlines . 
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Finally, we wish to note that the Committee report 
does not focus attention upon the major problem confronting 
higher education in New Mexico : "The threat of financial 
starvation. The maintenance of quality education .in the 
state requires serious serious legislature wishes" -- there 
seems to be a misprint . 
PROFESSOR THOMASSON As Merkx's agent may I say could 
we just delete the whole last paragraph because there's a 
line that they left out? 
TRAVELSTEAD Do you want to put in the line that you 
think should be -- that might have been left out, Mr. Hersh? 
HERSH I guess it's supposed to read: 
"The maintenance of quality education in the state 
requires serious consideration by the legislature, " or some 
such thing. "If the legislature wishes to serve the citizens 
of the State of New Mexico by making quality education pos -
sible, it should confront the financial problem which faces 
the universities." 
TRAVELSTEAD We now have a revised Merkx's statement 
which is a substitute motion and you will please speak to 
the substitute motion . 
HERSH May I say a word? 
TRAVELSTEAD Yes, you may. 
HERSH Some of these arguments that were given against 
the Fashing resolution have to do with whether we should or 
should not find the Investigating Committee report "totally 
unacceptable". 
For my part I do find it "totally unacceptable", but 
I think it would be wasteful for us to argue that because 
that report has been submitted to the Legislature and it is 
not really for us to accept . The issue that the -- the live 
issue is whether the legislation that has been grouped in 
on the basis of that report is fair, and that is the resolu-
tion that that the Merkx resolution addresses itself to. 
So, first of all, it's more pertinent to the issue. 
Secondly, I think it is quite i mportant that this does 
go into the substantive issues discussed in detail, what is 
going on, and why we object to it . The purpose of passing 
a resolution, presumably, should be to communicate our think-
ing to the public and the Legislature . If we can explain 
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something that may possibly convince one or two people, I 
think the Merkx resolution does an excellent job of stating 
the issues and may actually conv ince some people to see why 
we are against it. 
TRAVELSTEAD All righ t. Mr . Cottrell. 
COTTRELL I would like to speak in favor of the Merkx 
resolution because it enumerates the three pieces of legisla-
tion that are most objectionable. There is a fourth piece 
of legislation corning from the report that is less objec-
tionable to some people, though there are others t hat are 
objecting to it. But these are clearly the three most ob-
jectionable . 
I might observe that number three, the conti nuation 
of the Investigating Committee: Both Speaker Norvell and 
Representative Daniels believe that there's a chance that 
this piece of legislation can be killed . They think it's 
nip and tuck and could be killed in the House, and I t hink 
that our statement as loose a statement as Professor Merkx 
has written here, may very well help convince one or two if 
it relates to them. 
Incidentally, hearings start on this tomorrow after-
noon in Santa Fe. 
Item number two, l think we should certainly register 
to it and be very specific as to why, though a number of 
attorneys think this is unconstitutional. That is sort of 
academic . The one that is very likely going to pass, and 
it looks like at this moment that it cannot be stopped, is 
turning the security of the campus over to the state police. 
I think it would be well to remind the Faculty at this point, 
if you will study the history of the major disruption on the 
university carnpu~es across this country you will find in each 
case they came to the fullest when the security of that 
campus was either turned over to the state police or national 
guradsrnen, depending on which the governor saw fit to do, 
and I think it's essential that we go on record for whatever 
good it has saying that we oppose this. 
TRAVELSTEAD Mr . Thorson and then Mr . Howarth . 
THORSON I very much am in favor of this resolu-
tion. I talked to a good many people in this body about 
similar such acts, but I am going to be a devil's advocate 
for just a few minutes. 
There is the danger that this might be considered, 
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and please don't attribute these ideas to me, but this might 
be considered as "They are hiding something down there. Why 
don't they want the Legislative Investigating Committee to 
continue its work? If they were honest and good people they 
wouldn't want to hide in th.is way . " 
I have run into this very reaction from certain of 
our local legislators. I am not -- I really wonder about 
the wisdom of passing this particular resolution at th.is 
time and I feel very strongly in it. I believe in it, but 
I wonder if a better way, and I have tried to do this my-
self, is to talk to the individual legislators, write let-
ters to individual legislators, pointing out that if liai-
son between the Legislature and the University is off, this 
is what they proclaim as their reason, then perhaps it would 
be much b e tter if thi s were on a person- to-person basis 
rather than on a "We are going to call you in in front of 
our witness table and get you to talk . " 
I have very mixed emotions at this meeting this after-
noon beca use I believe in everything that is in that state-
ment, but I am not s ure that i t is politically the most 
effective thing to do . 
TRAVELSTEAD Mr. Howarth . 
HOWARTH I want to speak in favor of this resolu-
tion, which although I seconded Professor Fashing's resolu-
tion, I think this is preferable . I understand Mr. Thorson's 
fears . I think they are justified. I think that if we are 
dealing -- if we were dealing with reasonable people I would 
be prepared to consider t hem . I think the choice, now, is 
whether we t a ke a sta nd and express ourselves firmly and 
clearly . We may be "gendarmed" as a result of this but I 
think if we don't, the same thing will happen, or worse . 
TRAVELSTEAD 
Mr. Trowbridge. 
Mr . Fashing and then Mr. Smith and then 
FASHING May I say that I think all the arguments 
for the substitute reasons are indeed compelling and I have 
no objection; in fact, I would like to see it -- I would 
like to see it adopted . May I also say along with John, that 
I feel any failure to take a stand at this time would be 
would, in a sense, again give tacit approval and I don't 
believe that the University community can afford to take, 
in fact, what is a timid proposition and - - as in the past, 
but perhaps not the University of New Mexico but at other 
universities, and watch the Legislature continue on the road 
to passing repressive legislation and such . I don't think 
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they can, as John said, be reasonable and, therefore, I would 
be willing to take this. 
TRAVELSTEAD Mr . Smith. 
PROFESSOR SMITH I would like to offer a comment on 
Professor Thorson's po.int. It seems to me he's suggested to 
us a sort of "either or" situation. I see no reason why it 
isn't at both ends. If he wants to make such personal con-
tacts, please do so, in addition to passing t his . 
TRAVELSTEAD Before I call the next name I would like 
to welcome back from London, Dean Trowbridge. Welcome back, 
Hoyt. Now you may speak to the motion. 
DEAN TROWBRIDGE Is it in order to offer a technical 
freshman English~type amendment? 
FACULTY MEMBER As long as they are four letter words . 
TROWBRIDGE I would likA to suggest a few purely 
stylistic corrections . The most minute and freshman English 
like of all of them would be under point one, line three, 
you ought to have another hyphen in there, "day-to- day". 
Under two, the second line from the bottom, let's 
correct the spelling of "constitute" and then a little bit 
larger change, I think that the final paragraph might well 
be numbered in the same sequence as the others and call it 
number four. Then strike the first six words "Finally, we 
wish to note that", which is always a feeble sort of a 
setting, rhetorically, and simply start the sentence after 
number four with "The Committee report does not focus atten-
tion upon the major problem confronting higher education in 
New Mexico: The threat of financial starvation" - - and then 
I would strike t h e whole next line and a half beginning with 
"The maintenance" and through "legislature". 
Then start a new sentence after "starvation". "If 
the Legislature wishes to serve the citizens of the State 
of New Mexico by making quality education possible, it 
should confront the financial problem facing the universi-
ties . " I think this simplifies and clarifies. 
HERSH I accept the change . 
TRAVELSTEAD 
have an amendment . 
You accept them and we don't have to 
PROFESSOR DRUMMOND I have one addj_tional: Could 
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we, on paragraph three, put a "s" on "function" in the next 
to the last line? 
TROWBRIDGE Plural for function instead of singular. 
HERSH Agreed . 
PROUSE Agreed. 
DRUMMOND Universities have more than a function . 
TRAVELSTEAD 
stitute motion? 
Further discussion on the revised sub-
(Several faculty me mbers were calling for the question.) 
TRAVELSTEAD Yes, in the back . Mr. Springer . 
SPRINGER I am troubled by the first paragraph, also 
more or less in a technical sense . Why "campus- based" offi -
cials? Suppose t hey put a representative of the state police 
right on the campus here? He will be campus- based . I don't 
t hink the intent of the drafters or the amenders or the 
seconders is that, so I would recommend striking the words 
"campus - based" . 
COTTRELL "Campus officials", yes. 
TRAVELSTEAD Just "local campus" . Do you want to 
strike "based"? Is that your point? 
SPRINGER 
some other idea. 
TRAVELSTEAD 
That was my suggestion , but now they have 
Well, you are the one talking right now. 
What else do you want to say? 
SPRINGER I would then suggest that we take the clause 
"in other state universities" and put it at the head of that 
sentence because that whole thing is unwieldy and ambiguous 
in the way we have got it now . You start reading the sentence, 
you don 't know whether we are talking about ourselves, but 
it starts out we are not, so if that's the intent to say the 
example elsewhere has shown that this is bad, t hen we can do 
it by saying "in other state universities, the enforcement 
responsibilities from campus officials or university officials, 
and the introduction of state police" and then the word has 
to be "have", Dean Trowbridge, isn't that right? 
TRAVELSTEAD All right . We have a further revision. 
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Further discussion on the revi sion? 
(Several faculty members were calling for the ques -
tion . ) 
TRAVELSTEAD A vote for this s ubstitute motion would 
make unnecessary a vote on the original motion, if I under-
stand where we are . We are voting on a substitute motion 
and the question h as been called for . All those in favor 
say "aye " ; opposed "no". ~~~ ~ ~.4J .. 
We now move to the a genda, I think, for t he afternoon . 
Number one -- well, one, t wo , three, and four are all carry-
over. We will take them in that order. 
The resolution by Professor Barnett and others , and 
we have a substitute motion . Where do we stand on this 
matter and what do the original movers -- it's on the floor. 
I gues$, Mr. Eubank, we take it off the table because it was 
tabled f or one month. 
HOWARTH Point of infor mation . 
TRAVELSTEAD Mr . Howarth. 
HOWARTH If , as is my understanding of the last vote, 
it was unanimous and would I be in order in asking that the 
record indicate t his? 
FACULTY MEMBER To whom is this to be transmitted? 
HOWARTH To the press . 
TRAVELSTEAD Any objection to it being s hown it was 
unanimous on this l ast vote? Just a minute. 
PROUSE It seems to me it would be much more effectiv e 
if we knew this vote was so much to zero. This seems to be 
a fairly wel l attended meeting . 
FACULTY MEMBER What is the procedure for calling 
for a roll call? I voted "no" . I would like to have it 
indicated at times that some people are opposed to some of 
the votes rather than having a unanimous vote . 
TRAVELSTEAD I didn't hear a "no" vote. 
HOWARTH I didn't hear a "no" vote. 
TRAVELSTEAD Well, to be sure this is clear, s hould 
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we vote on this again to establish thi s point? I didn't hear 
the "no" vote . 
PROFESSOR CLEMENTS There have been other things as 
the unanimous vote showing a faculty voted and it didn't. 
TRAVELSTEAD 
if it was not. 
We certainly will not call it unanimous 
HOWARTH I call for a division of the house . 
TRAVELSTEAD Could I ask to clear up this point on 
the vote that you will please indicate again those who voted 
for the substitute motion presented by -- I have called your 
name all afternoon, but calling for a division of the house, 
and those in favor please stand. Those opposing t h e motion, 
please stand. 
CLEMENTS I am all alone. 
TRAVELSTEAD No, there ·are three . There are some 
abstentions. Is that what somebody said also? 
HUBER Yes, sir, I abstained. I don't agree with 
the total vote . 
TRAVELSTEAD Do you wish to have this count recorded 
and if so we will count them. I wanted to see what the 
balance is for and against and abstentions. If you wish t o 
have a count we'll have them counted, and hav e them stand 
and have heads counted . Any reason for that? What is your 
HOWARTH Yes, I would like the count recorded. 
COTTRELL Show the number. 
TRAVELSTEAD Stand on the top tier first, for the 
motion . Those against the motion and abstentions. What is 
the count? 
SECRETARY DURRIE 
eight abstentions . 
Nine ty-one for, three against, and 
TRAVELSTEAD Ninety-one, three, and eigh t absten-
tions. Mr . Cottrell. 
COTTRELL Like to have Mr . Vice President, that in 
addition to the press, copies of this be sent to Represent-
ative Jack Daniels, who is Chairman of the House Education 
Conunittee, and will start hearings on the continuation bill 
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tomorrow afternoon; a copy be sent to Speaker of the House 
David Norvell; a copy to the Chairman of the Appropriations 
Committee, who has one of these bills in his Committee; 
and the Chairman of the Appropriations Committee is John 
Mershon, and then the House Judiciary Committee, the Chair-
man of that Committee. 
(Several faculty members seconded the motion . ) 
TRAVELSTEAD Discussion? 
COTTRELL And a copy to the Governor . That would 
be perfectly in order . 
PROFESSOR ALPERT Since there have been several re-
visions to this I would like to have the secretary read the 
resolution that passed, the one that you propose being trans-
mitted. I think if it had some serious errors in it it might 
look bad . 
TRAVELSTEAD 
resolution. 
The secretary will read the revised 
DURRIE We wish to go on record as finding the 
recommendations of the Legislative Universities Investigat-
ing Committee to be detrimental to the best interests of 
university education in New Mexico . 
In particular, we find ourselves concerned with the 
following issues: 
One: The recommendation that campus security be 
transferred from campus authorities to the State Police 
bears little relationship to the day-to-day realities of 
campus life, and does not reflect the lack of violence and 
relative peace which have characterized New Mexico campuses . 
In other state universities, the removal of enforcement 
responsibilities from university officials and the introduc-
tion of state police have led to polarization and open 
violence. 
Two : The witness immunity recommendation is not only 
of doubtful constitutionality, but also threatens to polit-
icize the universities. This recommendation would make it 
Possible for irresponsible and baseless charges to be brought 
against university personnel, leaving them no recourse to 
libel or slander laws . It would subject faculty members to 
the constant liability to testify about personal or pro-
fessional matters which are not the business of the legis-
lature. Above all, it would constitute a restraint upon 
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that free expression of ideas which is the most basic prin-
ciple of university life. 
Three : The recommendation that a permanent legislative 
committee be established to oversee the universit i es of Ne w 
Mexico is an invitation to immerse the universities in pol-
itics. This recommendation subverts the authority of the 
boards of regents, which were set up for important reasons, 
including removal of the universities from partisan politics 
and to prevent their becoming political targets. First-rate 
universities cannot properly conduct their educational func-
tions in the constant glare of political headlines . 
Four: The Committee report does not focus attention 
upon the major problem confronting higher education in Ne w 
Mexico: The threat of financial starv ation. If the Legis -
lature wishes to serve the citizens of the State of New Mexico 
by making quality education possible, it should confront the 
financial problem which faces the universities. 
TRAVELSTEAD All right. We are ready to -- Mr. 
Barnett, does somebody want to speak to that? 
FACULTY MEMBER Mr. Chairman, there was a question 
whether there was a vote to send this resolution . 
TRAVELSTEAD Did I overlook that about the discus -
s ion? We didn't vote on t h at? 
COTTRELL No, we didn't . 
TRAVELSTEAD So sorry. I stand corrected . Mr . Cot-
trell made a motion and I supposed it was seconded. Was it? 
THORSON I seconded it . 
TRAVELSTEAD That we distribute copies as indicated 
by him to the people named and we didn't vote on it. Any 
further discussion on that motion? Mr. Howarth and Mr. Smith. 
HOWARTH I would like to suggest that t his should 
be done and that it should be done immediately. 
COTTRELL Tomorrow morning is what I had in mind . 
HOWARTH so they get these copies before the hearing 
committee. 
SMITH My point is the same as Professor Howarth's. 
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TRAVELSTEAD Are you ready to vote? 
COTTRELL My motion did not include the Governor orig-
inally, but Hoyt Trowbridge mentioned it and I accept that, 
and I think the Governor s hould be sent one. 
TRAVELSTEAD Mr. Huber. 
HUBER May I ask: Would it possible and practical 
to make it available to all the members of both the House 
and Senate as well as the Governor. If you are going to 
make up that many copies, why not make enough· for everybody 
and pass them out. 
COTTRELL I have no objection. 
sure it got to the right people . 
I just wanted to make 
HUBER You want the Legislature to know, l et them 
know. 
TRAVELSTEAD You want to accept that wide distribu-
tion instead of the list you indicated earlier? 
COTTRELL Perfectly happy. 
TRAVELSTEAD Mr. Merkx, we are talking abou t your 
motion, about where it should go now. You will be interest-
ed to see what happened to it. 
Now we have a revised motion which suggests distrib-
ution to all members of the Legislature. I believe you agreed 
with this. Is this right? 
COTTRELL I don't want to bring up one point but in 
one corrunittee the hearings start tomorrow afternoon and the 
only way we can communicate that is by telegram. I am con-
vinced that we probably should, five people I first named, 
telegraph them all. Then I think copies distributed throu~h 
the mail to all members. But the committee chairmen, as t hey 
start hearings tomorrow, I think this should be in their hands J 
that the Faculty has taken a position on it and I don't think 
it would be practical to wire all of them, Bill, so I would 
agree to notifX them all by letter and let's wire four or 
five of them. 
HUBER If you wish to wire, this is fine with me, 
but I see no reason in the whole wide world why you have to 
worry about the mail. Santa Fe is only fifty-eight miles 
away and you can make "X" number of copies and you can put 
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them on the desk in the Senate floor and the floor of t h e 
House today. 
TRAVELSTEAD I recognize Mr. Meter. 
~ 
PROFESSOR ME/ER I think I am the one that seconded 
that motion and I want to support it as originally stated. 
This mass distribution to the Legislature can be done sub-
sequently, but I think - - I agree with Professor Cottrell, 
this is extremely important that this get out to the key 
people r i ght away . I would like to see the· motion stay t he 
way it is . 
TRAVELSTEAD You agree to keep yours like it is? 
COTTRELL I think it would be better to keep it like 
we started out and the other distribution I don't care about. 
'I'RA VELSTEAD Mr . Regener . 
PROFESSOR REGENER I would like to suggest that the 
motion be changed to read "telegram tonight" instead of to-
morrow. 
COTTRELL I will accept that one . 
,[ 
MEl'f:R I accept . 
TRAVELSTEAD Further discussion? We have the sugges-
tion to wire this tonight and then - -
WOLLMAN I recommend that we don't spend any Univer-
sity money , official University funds on this communicatjon . 
TRAVELSTEAD Does this mean you will pay for them? 
WOLLMAN I will pay my share . 
DURRIE Somebody is going up tomorrow morning . 
TRAVELSTEAD His point, I did not mean to bel.ittle 
it, because it could be very important . 
COTTRELL 
TRAVELSTEAD 
I think it is very important . 
That's all we need. Mr . Green . 
GREEN we do have or did have a Committee for the 
Defense of the University that has funds that I think it 
would be very appropriate to use for this purpose. 
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TRAVELSTEAD Is the Chairman of that Committee, or 
the treasurer of that CoITL.mittee here? 
WALKER Yes. 
TRAVELSTEAD Mr. Walker, will you use funds for that? 
WALKER I am treasurer of the Committee and I think we 
can promise to do that . In the event the executive committee 
would decide not to, I guess we could come back to you in 
the future . But I am pretty sure you can count on us for 
that. 
TRAVELSTEAD Mr. Houghton. 
PROFESSOR HOUGHTON I would like to move that the 
Faculty -- that this was not paid for by University funds be 
included in the memorandum. 
TRAVELSTEAD Is that in the form of a motion? 
HOUGHTON Yes . 
TRAVELSTEAD Second? 
(The motion was s e conded by several faculty members . ) 
TRAVELSTEAD Discussion? All in favor say "aye"; 
opposed "no" . Got another · seritence on there. 
DURRIE Does that get tacked onto the telegram? 
FACULTY MEMBER 
the newspaper . 
That's tacked onto the telegram, not 
DURRIE As a postscript or what? 
TRAVELSTEAD Somebody suggested we send it collect. 
I don't believe that would be -- well, the question has been 
called for . You know what you are voting on? The telegrams 
Plus later mail distribution. All in favor say "aye"; op-
posed "no" . ~t.aA'~ i:,1 ~ -
Anything else I have omitted? Some of the people 
wanted a head count to be convincing. Mr. Thomasson. 
THOMASSON I was going to suggest that we say t h at 
only one dissenting vote, because a number of peop l e po ss i -
bly have left. And how many dissenting votes? 
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TRAVELSTEAD Three. 
THOMASSON Three dissenting votes. 
TRAVELSTEAD You want to get the sense of this body 
you will have to put it in some form for them to react on 
it . Mr. Huber. 
HUBER I don't know whether t his will clear up the 
record or not, but as one who abstained on the original mo -
tion I would like, one, the Chair to read the motion with 
regard to communication of t h at, which was passed by a large 
majority of this body and t hen, number t wo , recordation of 
either passed or failed. 
(Reporter's note: This was suggested by t h e fact t hat 
the Reporter mentioned to t he secretary t hat no votes 
were being recorded in the minutes of the meeting . ) 
TRAVELSTEAD This has to do with the last motion? 
HUBER I am requesting this as procedure . 
TRAVELSTEAD Review that: 
to communicate, how to communicate, 
for a count on this again . Is this 
HUBER What is the motion? 
is straight on that. 
The vote on t h e motion 
to whom, and I wi ll ask 
what you want? 
Just make sure the record 
TRAVELSTEAD 
you, was the motion. 
Mr. Cottrell's motion, a s revised by 
DURRIE I have it. 
TRAVELSTEAD Mr. Durrie say s h e has i t . 
DURRIE I think I have. It's my understanding t hat 
a telegram is going tonight to each of the following : A copy 
to the press - - now do you mean the local press, I assume? 
And Governor Cargo, Jack Daniels, David Norvell, John Mershon, 
and the Chairman of the House Judiciary Committee whose name 
!,asn't mentioned. Then it is my understanding that tomorrow 
~ letter, message, whatever it is, wil l be mai led to the 
entire Legislature. 
HUBER Each member. 
DURRIE Each member, yes. 
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TRAVELSTEAD 
numbers? 
Do you want to vote on that to get t he 
HUBER Just to take the vote, and my suggestion is 
just take the vote and see what happens. 
TRAVELSTEAD Would you please indicate a gain your 
vote on that mot.ion to communicate th.is resolution? All 
those in favor 
HOWARTH Point of order; if I understood it correct-
ly, Mr. Cottrell's motion didn't include sending a telegram 
to the press. I think it was assume d t hat t he press would 
get it in the normal course of affairs. 
DURRIE All righ t. Fine . 
TRAVELSTEAD Mr. Drummond. 
DRUMMOND Mr . Vice President, it was my understanding 
that we already voted on that . 
TRAVELSTEAD One member of the h ouse said it wasn't 
clear what the motion was. I was merely clearing i t up, 
that's all . Now if it's -- you still request t he head count 
on it, is that what you want? 
HUBER No . This was to help clear up the record was 
all. 
TRAVELSTEAD And the motion did pass. That will s how 
on the part of the record. Is there anything else unfin-
ished, improperly done? Mr . Thomasson . 
tion. 
THOMASSON Could I ask what the vote was? 
TRAVELSTEAD We will have to take it before we know . 
THOMASSON No. All right. 
TRAVELSTEAD We didn't count heads on t h at. 
THOMASSON Pardon me . 
TRAVELSTEAD We didn't count heads on the communica -
THOMASSON I meant on the original . 
TRAVELSTEAD Ninety-one, three, and eight. Now we 
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cleaned up the business now and we are ready to move to item 
number one. We will open it for discussion. Mr . Barnett. 
BARNETT I want to mention first of all that since 
our last meeting several of us, who have been interested in 
this issue, namely: Professor Walker, Professor Cottrell, 
and myself, with Dean Christopher.,met with the Chairman of 
the U.C.F. and we have -- at least I have a few things that 
I think ought to be reported with respect to our discussions. 
TRAVELSTEAD Mr. Barnett, may I interrupt for just 
a moment? We have in our midst a recorder going and it was 
not known until a few minutes ago it was there, and it is 
United Com-
munity F und 
not authorized and it will not be allowed. This is a reporter 
from KUNM. He was asked to come, but there was no permission 
for recording. I think this Faculty ought to indicate i mmed-
iately whether they want him to continue this recording or 
not . 
STEVE VAN DRESSER The reporter was told that he 
should not bring a tape recorder here and it will not be 
used. 
TRAVELSTEAD 
Barnett . 
I suggest we discontinue it . Now, Mr . 
BARNETT There are two problems with respect to the 
U. C.F. question with the Legal Aid Society . One was the 
funding for 1970 and the other was t h e funding for 197~ and 
subsequent years. 
We were informed that the U. C. F. has increased its 
budget allocation for this year, namely 1970, to an amount 
which appears by all minds to be reasonably satisfactory and 
there seems to be no problem with 1970 . 
With respect to the decision not to fund for 1971 and 
subsequent years, we were told first of all that this decision 
not to fund for 1971 and subsequent years would - - was not 
an irreversible decision. It was one that had to be made 
when it was made because the U.C . F. is under an obligation 
under its contract with participating agencies to give them 
notification with the cessation of funding one year in ad-
vance . Consequently, if the U. C. F . were to be able to cease 
funding in 1971 it would have to have given notice before 
January 1 of 1970 . 
We have been informed that this decision not to fund 
for 1971 is still under continuing review and it will prob-
ably be determined by the U.C.F . in June; at any rate, wel l 
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before our University drive begins next fall. 
Now with respect to the reasons that were given for 
the decision not to fund for 1971, as I recall the conversa-
tion, and Professor Cottrell and Professor Walker may correct 
me if I am wrong -- we were told that the decision was not 
based really or certainly not entirely on the controversy 
with respect to the police. We were told first that there 
were approximately four or five reasons why the decision was 
made, or at least why the decision is still under considera-
tion as to whether funding should be continued for 1971 and 
subsequent years. 
First of all is that the Legal Aid Society board of 
directors is not in control of the Legal Aid Society activ -
ities and the contract of the U.C.F. is with t h e board of 
directors and they constantly require the board of directors 
be in effect responsibly in control of the operations of t he 
participating agency. 
The second reason that was given is that the Legal 
Aid Society is not working in cooperati on with other agencies 
participating in U.C.F. and two examples of this were cited : 
One, that no one from the Legal Aid Society had been attend-
ing the monthly meetings of the heads of participating agen-
cies. 
GREEN A luncheon. 
BARNETT A luncheon meeting, and that the staff of 
the Legal Aid Society did not, until this was very vitally 
and forcefully called to their attention, did not contribute 
to the U.C.F. 
The fourth reason that was given was that the Leqal 
Aid Society does not owe its primary allegiance to the U.C . F . 
because it gets its· vast support from the U. S. government 
O.E.O. appropriations. 
I have simply one comment to make with respect to that: 
That nobody has questioned the fact that the primary alle-
giance of the Legal Aid Society is to the poor people of 
Bernalillo county and nobody has questioned whether they are 
doing their job effectively. It is probably because they 
are doing it too effectively that they are being subjected 
to this type of treatment. 
The fifth reason was simply that the Bar of Albu-
querque, and by that I don't know what they mean, but per-
haps they mean the majority or at least certain numbers of 
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the lawyers practicing here in the city, are opposed to the 
Legal Aid Society's program in principle and would like to 
see it replaced with a judicare type program as the altern-
ative. 
I have a couple of comments with respect to the reso-
lution now that I would like to make. 
One is that I personally feel that the United Commun-
ity Fund is now aware that the people in the community here 
do not feel that it should withdraw funds from the Legal Aid 
Society and that if it persists in this decision that was 
taken back in December, that the U.C.F. fund drive will prob-
ably be hurt in any event. 
The other comment that I wanted to make is that, as I 
say, the decision to reverse or any determination to reverse 
this decision will be made, we are assured, by June; at any 
rate, before our fall fund drive here begjns at the Univer-
sity. The chairman of our University United Fund Committee, 
Mr. Krbec, has indicated that he would be happy to have 
views from any and all interested faculty members on how our 
particular campaign here on the University campus should op-
erate; particularly the idea has been suggested that the 
University require all donations to be earmarked for partic-
ular donees which could include the U.C.F. Thus we would 
not be precluding anybody from making donations to the 
United Community Fund, regardless what decision it ultimate-
ly makes on Legal Aid Society funding. At the same time 
such a policy would not put the University in the position, 
or a committee of the University in the position of deciding 
to favor the United Community Fund by making it residuary 
donee of all unearmarked donations. 
Now I personally favor this idea and I hope that any 
of you that also do favor it would let your views be known 
to Mr. Krbec. I think that this would be probably a fair 
solution from our point of view and would certainly enable 
all the members of the University community to sort of vote 
with their -- what you say -- pocketbooks on this question. 
Consequently, I don't feel that any position on this 
matter is any longer appropriate before this faculty and I, 
therefore, withdraw my sponsorship of the motion at bar. 
However, if any of my co-sponsors, or Professor Walker, wish 
to press the mot.ion , or his substitute motion, I would be 
happy to yield the floor to them. 
TRAVELSTEAD Mr. Walker, do you want to comment? 
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WALKER I might say that I agree with e verything Pro-
fessor Barnett has said. The reason that I am in favor of 
not doing anything right now is primarily because of conver-
sation I have had with Mr. Krbec and conversations with t h e 
person who serves on the budget commi ttee of the Uni ted Com-
munity Fund. It's not becaus e I am satisfied t hat the United 
Community Fund has acted completely ethica~throughout t his 
whole thing. 
Since they have increased the funding for this year, 
and since Mr. Krbec indicates that his committee i s very 
interested in receiving our opinions and honoring our wi s hes 
concerning this matter, I agree that we ought not take formal 
action at this time. 
I talked to Mr. Krbec yesterday . He said he consid -
ered attending t hi s meeting. He asked me if I would convey 
to you his wish that all of you who are interested in this 
please send him a note within the next few days, if nothing 
else just jot your name down on it so h e can get in touch 
with you when his committee is holding hearings on whatever 
they decide to do . 
TRAVELSTEAD 
tute motion also? 
Would you wish to remove your substi-
WALKER I wi ll withdraw my substitute motion. 
TRAVELSTEAD Mr . Green . 
GREEN I woul d like to get one bit of information 
straightened out that I do not understand. Perhaps Mr. Huber 
may know . 
The statement was made that we can earmark . Now 
the other hand I have heard -- perhaps not correctly --
ever I have heard that the U.C.F. splits up the money. 
amounts are earmarked, then those are simply put in the 
amount that is put to that thing. Now if you can answer 
that 
TRAVELSTEAD Mr . Huber? 
on 
how-
If 
HUBER There was a motion , a substitute motion . They 
have been withdrawn . I am not at all sure that once it is on 
the floor you can withdraw it without a vote, s o I would like 
to make a substitute motion to the substitute motion to the 
motion -- I am not at all sure it's going to make a great 
deal of sense -- and then I would like to read something to 
you for the record that would answer John Green. I hope t hat 
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you would go along with me on this substitute motion . 
TRAVELSTEAD May I interrupt you a moment and ask 
our parliamentarian : We had had two men withdraw, and may-
be t hey can't withdraw. 
a-.,,,v/~ EUB~NK I think it is proper to withdraw the motion 
~ substitute motion now on the floor. Then if Bill has 
another motion, then let him make it . 
TRAVELSTEAD The movers 
EUBANK The movers have nothing to do with it . This 
matter belongs to the assembly . 
TRAVELSTEAD Let's clear up this other matter , then . 
Would one of you, or both of you in concert, indicate some 
acti on that t his group can act upon that you think is appro-
priate, and then we wi ll clear up these motions before us . 
BARNETT Move to withdraw. 
WALKER I move t hat the body allow us to withdraw 
our moti on. 
FACULTY MEMBER Point of order . 
TRAVELSTEAD Point of order. 
FACULTY MEMBER The se motions are on the table . What 
effect does this make on whether they are on the withdrawing 
or not . 
EUBANK They are on the agenda, not on the table. 
TRAVELSTEAD The motion for these to be withdrawn 
is made and seconded . Anv..di.scussion? All in favor say 
11 , 71,e mo11,:n:, IS ~r'I E£- . 
aye ' ; opposed, "no" . Now the r .1oor is clear . 
A. 
HUBER Mr . Chairman, wi t h regards to item one, I move 
that the policy adopted by the Faculty at the December 14th, 
195 4 , meeting of the general Faculty be reaffirmed and that 
further this Faculty direct that t h e University United Fund 
Committee conform to the regulations therein stated regard-
ing reporting of fund contributions, allocation of unspeci-
fied donations, et cetera. 
If I can get a second I will read the policy to you 
and that will answer John's question, and a lot more . 
(The motion was seconded by a faculty member . ) 
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HUBER The following was voted by the Faculty Univer-
sity Committee in 1954 and was passed at the December 14th 
meeting, 1954. 
The University United Fund drive at t he University 
of Ne w Mexico is the title. It is proposed that in lieu of 
several collection drives in the name of various worthy 
causes, as has been the practice in t he past on the campus, 
only a single all- inclusive chest drive be conducted each 
year among the faculty, administrative staff, and employees 
of the University of New Mexico. 
It is further proposed that t hi s unified drive be ad-
ministered by a committee, which shall be called the Univer-
sity United Fund Committee . The Committee shall consist of 
a chairman and four other members. These five committee 
members shall be chosen by the Policy Committee . Any omis -
sion of membership, addition of ex officio, or other members 
or necessary changes in personnel or functions of the Univer-
sity United Fund Committee s h all be determined by the Policy 
Committee. 
I might say as an aside that there have been several 
amendments to t hi s by t h e Policy Committee, pursuant to it, 
since 1954. 
Funds collected by the University United Fund Commit-
tee shall be allocated by percentage to the various worthy 
organizations recognized by the University United Fund Com-
mittee. Any charitable organization, or other group which 
needs funds for a worthy cause, may appeal to the Committee 
for recognition and allocation of a portion of the Univer-
sity United Fund . 
The United University Fund Committee shall have jur-
isdiction over questions of worthiness and allotment of 
funds . 
An aside: The next paragraph, John, your point: 
Any contributions from faculty members who wish their 
gifts to go to a specific charity, whether this charity be 
recognized by the University United Fund Committee or not, 
shall be allocated as the donor wishes. These specially 
Placed contributions shall not - - and I emphasize not - -
be included in the percentage apportionment of t he unal-
located funds distributed by the University United Fund 
Committee. It shall be specifically understood t hat the 
Faculty, administrative staff, and employees, by this action, 
seek to increase their overall donations to these worthy 
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causes rather than to decrease the amounts. However, under 
no circumstances shall individual collection drives be allowed 
on the campus in addition to this one unified chest drive. 
There was some five pages of debate, questions, an-
swers , discussion, and that document was then passed . As 
a result there have been some very unfortunate things that 
appened this year that I have learned of, one coming to my 
attention with regard to Child Guidance Center this after-
noon . With regard to individual donations being made to the 
University United Fund drive, which is the way the Committee 
put it on, when it was then -- that's also Albuquerque 
United Fund Agency, it was then reported and i t was not only 
sent to that Child Guidance Associati.on but it was also a 
letter sent down to the Albuquerque United Fund and they 
turned around and subtracted that from the budget alloca-
tion . This is not the intent of t hat document and never was 
intended to be , and I contend that my motion, t herefore, to 
reaff irm this statement and direct your Committee to follow 
it precisely, gives everyone the opportunity, as Professor 
~lker has pointed out, to let his pocketbook speak as he 
1shes. 
TRAVELSTEAD Mr . Walker. 
WALKER I am not sure that that does take care, Pro-
fessor Huber . I understand that any agency whi ch receives 
-- I don't think there's anything we can do about this --
b t I understand that any agency that receives funding from 
Albuquerque United Fund must report to them all other sources 
of · 
. income . It doesn't matter whether we make a report to 
the Albuquerque United Community Fund, as we have for years 
-- not just the past year. I went back and ch ecked the 
~cords since '54. We have always sent those letters out. 
I don't think it matters whether we report it or not, 
0 long as the recipient agencies are honest about it . Your 
o~tribution to a particular agency that is an agency of the 
nited Fund, is not going to make any difference in the 
a~unt they receive unless the combined specified contrib-
t1on . F d 
exceeded the amount the Albuquerque Community un 
locat d · h · d · e to them in the first place. There is not Jng is-
o~:s~ about that. This is the way the funds operate. They 
it perfectly clear. 
I have one other question, if I could ask it. 
TRAVELSTEAD About this motion? 
WALKER Of Professor Huber, yes. In your motion that 
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we reaffirm this policy, do you intend, then, that the appoint-
ment will be made by the Policy Committee instead of by the 
adminis tration as the Policy Committee has now asked, and 
will Mr . Krbec' s committee continue in operation for next 
year? I just wanted a clarification. 
HUBER Clarification on my motion would be:this was 
the original policy and it contained a statement with regards 
to the Pol.icy Committee making changes in the way the Comm.it-
tee is const.i tuted . They did th.is, and as I understand, it 
came back to the Faculty and they approved it that wav instead 
of having it as a standing committee, there would be people 
~pointed by the President . But that didn't change the sub-
stance of the pol.icyj and with regard to your comment, Profes-
sor Walker , you are quite right as far as what the Albuquer-
que United Fund does • 
Incidenta lly, at that time .it was called the Albuquer-
que Community Chest . We originally started this as the 
University Community Chest and we amended i. t on t h e floor , 
a~ I recall; the University United Fund . These were not 
mixed up in the minds of people . And if Albuquerque United 
Fund , as it now exists , wants on our list, it has to appeal 
to this committee to get on the list . Then that's our con-
trol mechanism and our only control mechanism, and I think 
~propriately so . We should have this control if we wish . 
TRAVELSTEAD Further discussion on the motion, Mr . 
Barnett, or do you want to answer a question? Mr . Walker · 
Excuse me, Mr . Cottrell, unless you want to ask r. Huber 
a question what he --
BARNETT No, I have a comment . 
TRAVELSTEAD All right . Mr. Cottrell. 
it COTTRELL For a clarification I wanted to indicate 
was about five years ago the Policy Committee recommend-
ed thi f - · · h s aculty the first time, and I think it made ot er 
recommendations with respect to t hi s committee, but it is 
no lon 1 t ger a faculty committee for this reason. The appea 
;dt~e University United Fund goes well beyond the faculty 
into the staff of the University and it doesn't make that 
Uch sen · s b t fie se that it be purely a faculty committee . o a ou 
1. · Years ago and still abiding by all of t he other pol-
cies th ' p . at the substitute issues here, we asked that the 
reside t . . 
n appoint this committee with representatives from 
co~~aculty, the staff and the administration, and so the 
mittee is still a five- member committee, I believe. They 
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have the same responsibilities as I understand they had b e-
fore . 
TRAVELSTEAD Yes. Mr. Barnett and then Mr . Walker. 
BARNETT It seems to me that if I am reading it right, 
Professor Huber's motion is either unnecessary or it does 
something that I am opposed to. If it does not change the 
existing policies and practices at all, then it seems to me 
to be unnecessary. If, on the other hand, .it places this 
Faculty on record as preventing t h e committee f ram consid-
ering the question that I was just posing whether they should 
-- there should be any earmarked donations at all considered 
by the committee and then split up among, so to speak, worthj 
donees in Bernalillo County or Albuquerque, t hen it seems 
~ me that Professor Huber's motion -- then I am opposed to 
it because it seems to me that we ought to have this possi -
bility of reconsidering whether there should be such a thing 
as a splitting up by a University committee of unearmarked 
donations and I -- what they might consider to be worthy care 
cases . 
TRAVELSTEAD 
to say? Mr. Walker, do you have something else 
that . 
WALKER I think Professor Huber wants to respond to 
TRAVELSTEAD Professor Huber, I saw you r hand. 
HUBER I would like to respond to that by your ask-
ing me whether it's necessary or not . A, several members 
0
~ the committee, and one of the members of the administra-
tion Who was responsible for the accounting aspect of it, 
B ompletely unaware of the , 5 4 policy and how it worked; 
h al~ of the materials that were prepared when I went to qu: h~st meeting this year were prepared saying "Albuquer-
Uni tea Fund" I remember it and said I wouldn't h ave ~~· . . 
did ing to do with it. We are going to change 1 t. . They 
0 • We threw all those materials away. C, there is not, 
tiomy knowledge, a list containing any name of any organiza-
n Other than the Albuquerque Un ited Fund at the moment, 
F ough there used to be such as the Cancer Fund , the Heart na t , . 
'e cetera. This is not in criticism of any previous 
.~mbership of the committee but rather the fact that the 
18tor h · t h . Y of what this body previously adopted , the is ory av1n b . 
aff, g een lost to the comrni ttee, I would like you to re-
; ltm this policy and put it in t h e hands of a committee, 
· e comm· · · d · t ea ittee, and to have t~at commi ttee, in effect, irec -
to f 11 f b · · 0 ow this policy . It's merely a matter o ringing 
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~ e record up to date and reminding all of you here, as well 
as the committee members, that it has not been follo ed or 
a~ered to exactlX as it was written in the last few years 
because of loss of memory. That's all. 
TRAVELSTEAD Mr. Howarth. 
HOWARTH After Mr . Huber read the 1954 policy, it 
seems its aims are absolutely right and just and correct. 
nfortunately, the Albuquerque Community Fund -- but its 
internal regulation and Americanism seems to have succeeded 
in destroying the intent of our University policy . I feel 
disinclined to cooperate with this type of policy. I wonder 
if there's a way of getting over this. Of course, Mr. Huber 
can answer this question if there is. I would propose an 
endment for his motion. Is it possible for the un·versity 
nited Fund -- is that the right name? 
HUBER Yes. 
HOWARTH -- to withhold its allocation of funds to 
hoever it chooses to allocate, or its allocations of funds 
~ agencies where the individual has earmarked the funds, 
ntil after the Albuquerque United Fund has made its final 
decisions on funding? can we hold up the money until they 
ave had their say and then do with our money what we want 
o? Do you think this is possible? 
TRAVELSTEAD Mr. Barnett. 
BARNETT Point of rebuttal to that: It is my under-
an~ing that there is no such thing as a valid decision on 
nding with respect to the Albuquerque Community Fund. For 
x . Ple, as has happened with the Legal Aid Society, any ddit. . 
. ional funds that come from any source at any time dur-
ing the budget year are taken -- are to be recorded to the 
:C,F. and taken into account and they reduce their budget 
· location . So there's no final thing until the year is 
o Pletely over. 
HOWARTH There's no way of getting your money to go 
ere y 
ou want it to go? 
BARNETT That's right. 
HOWARTH I would suggest we abolish the whole fund. 
TRAVELSTEAD You have your motion of Mr. Huber . 
ld You please discuss it? 
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WALKER I don't think it is true that the Albuquer-
que United Fund can throw out the policy that we have set 
forth here in 1954 that Professor Huber suggests we go back 
to. There is no provision in here that they are to be t h e 
residuaries of everything that has not been earmarked. If 
we are to take a measure which would say -- whi ch again is 
what I suggested in my earlier motion -- that no one here 
might use payroll deduction to give. a donation to the United 
Corrununity Fund, I am convinced now that would be going too 
far in restricting the liberty of our colleagues who wish 
~ donate to the United Fund. I am going to move an amend-
ment to Professor Huber' s motion . 
I'm going to suggest that the Faculty direct the 
committee also, or ask the committee since it is not a 
faculty cornrni ttee and I guess we can't direct them -- ask 
the corrunittee to study the question of whether University 
employees ought be able not to designate and if they will 
be so kind to send a report back to the University Faculty, 
and if there is a second to my motion for amendment, I will 
speak to it for just a second . 
TRAVELSTEAD Second? 
(There were several seconds . ) 
WALKER The reason I suggest this is that Mr . Krbec 
has some serious consideration . I hope I am not misinter-
pret· 
.
1 ng anything he told me yesterday . He has some very 
serious concern over his comrni ttee' s having to take the re -
sponsibility to designate which organizations should receive 
the.unearmarked funds . Of course, if we go back to the 1954 
Policy th t ' · · h t · I th. ' a s exactly the position t ey were pu in. 
th~nk they would welcome a request from us that they study 
i s question and report back to us on it. 
th . TRAVELSTEAD You want to defeat this speak to is m t· 
th . 0 ion or do you want to accept it in your motion? I ink w b e etter treat it as an amendment . 
HUBER Yes. 
TRAVELSTEAD All right, consider it an amendment . 
like t HUBER You would like to speak to it? I would not 
some f ~ speak against the amendment because it is giving me 
Y its since I am on the committee, presumably, for next 
ear Th . d 
~h · ere is always a carryover and I have been carrie , 
ether t h · h my present motion passed . How do we pu -- w ic 
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agencies are on , and how to except only the Albuquerque United 
F nd as an agency if they are the only fund that applies ? 
That bothers me . I am also personally, both by what Doctor 
owarth pointed out, because I happened to strengthen my con-
tinuing pledge, some outside funds are no part of t he Albu-
q erque agencies and two of them are, but I can't control 
ilie Albuquerque United Fund and they are still getting around 
nd this bugs me to say the least . Even if I sent my check 
oot through the University United Fund but direct to that 
agency, if they are going to stay on the list, presumably 
from what Professor Barnett said they have got to report back. 
I am not at all sure that this body ought to take a posi-
ion , but I think we, as citizens of this community, might 
take a position that this is not a particularly individual-
istic approach to a charitable contribution or the opera ti on 
ereof , and they ought to, therefore, not consider direct 
onations . But that does not go to the heart of the amend-
ent or the motion . 
I still think our policy for one drive is the best 
and I think the amendment is probably sound and I see no 
~~son why we could not specify that your gift must be spec-
ified to one or three agencies or something of this nature. 
TRAVELSTEAD Did he repeat correctly the essence of 
yo r amendment? We are still treating it as an amendment . 
WALKER My amendment was that the committee ought to 
tudy the question of whether we should have this kind of 
rive . 
TRAVELSTEAD Further discussion on the amendment? 
r. Merkx and M Ad r . ams . 
MERKX I move the question on the amendment. 
FACULTY MEMBER Second the motion. 
TRAVELSTEAD Question has been moved on the amend-
t. That's to determine whether we are going to vote on 
e amendment . 
EUBANK You have a second? 
•0 TRAVELSTEAD We did . I heard it. All those in fa-
r Of " " M Voting on the amendment say "aye"; opposed no· o-lon 
carried . 
n We will vote on Mr . Walker's amendment . Now all those 
favor f " d " " The 0 that amendment say "aye; oppose no · 
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amendment is passed. 
Now we are talking to the amended motion. Mr. Adams 
and then Mr. Drummond. 
PROFESSOR ADAMS I move the question on the motion. 
(The motion was seconded by several faculty members.) 
TRAVELSTEAD We have a moving question as amended . 
All those in favo r of voting on that say "aye". Opposed "no". 
The motion is carried. 
Now we are voting on the amended motion, that is, Mr. 
Huber's motion amended by Mr. Walker's amendment . All those 
in favor say "aye"; opposed "no" . The motion is carried and 
ilie ~ended motion is passed. 
Now item number two on the agenda, Mr. Green. 
GREEN I wanted to move that the committee also study 
this question of the Albuquerque United Fund in effect redir-
ecting our contributions. I don't like that. I so move. 
HUBER I will second it. 
TRAVELSTEAD Discussion on that motion? 
(There were several faculty members calling for the 
question . ) 
TRAVELSTEAD 
You ready to vote 
"n II 0 
• The motion 
on 
is 
Did the secretary get the motion? Are 
that? All in favor say "aye"; opposed 
passed. but not unanimously. 
b We are now ready for item number two, which is a report 
y Professor Alexander from the Curricula Committee. 
ALEXANDER I hope this will be brief and will not in-
volve b 
st· any motions or substitute motions or substitute su -
1 tute motions The Curricula Cammi ttee was asked some time 
ago to · · · · t h consider three new associate degrees in addition ° 
ea: one we already have. That is also called sub-baccalaur-
e degree associate of arts or associate of science . We 
ave on ' d b th Un· e already in New careers Program administere Y e 
lVersi ty College. 
hetherWe found ourselves involved with two issues: One, 
or not to approve the degree in these cases and, 
Report from 
Curricula 
c ommittee re 
Proposed Nev. 
"Associate" 
Degrees 
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secondly, what college should administer them. We have rec-
ommendations from our committee on both points, but in one 
case this may be a bit premature and I shall explain why in 
a moment. 
Our recommendations are as follows: First to recom-
mend the awarding of the appropriate associate degrees for 
successful completion of two of the three programs submitted 
to us, namely: The dental hygiene program and the medical 
laboratory technician program. 
Our second recommendation was to be the awarding of 
the associate of science degree for the dental hygiene pro-
gram by the College of Pharmacy and the awarding of the 
associate of science degree for the medical laboratory 
technician program by the College of Arts and Sciences. 
Now the third program -- let me explain first why we 
did not include the third program, which was the secretarial 
program. We judged in the committee that it was more appro-
priate for us to recommend this kind of program in those 
cases only where we do not already have in the city other 
means available as presumably there are in the case of sec-
retarial programs to give this sort of degree. Presumably 
the University is solely capable of administering these de-
grees in these two cases. So we put aside or tabled, if you 
wish , the question of the secretarial program . 
The dental hygiene program has been in operation 
this is a two-year program -- for a number of years~admin-
istered by the College of Pharmacy. At the present time it 
receives a certificate rather than an associate of science 
degree. So our only recommendation in that case is really 
that we allow a change of name from certificate to associate 
of science degree. 
In the other case we have a new program being pre-
sented to us, namely: The medical laboratory technician 
Program. We debated some time about where to house this 
Program. We don't want to foist it upon the College of Arts 
and Sciences before they have had a chance to vote on it 
themselves, and they have. I presented it to them previous-
ly this afternoon just before this meeting so they have had 
no chance to consider it and vote upon it . But the reason-
ing I might give for our asking them to take it upon them 
Was, first of all the medical school doesn't want it . It 
limits itself to ~raduate degrees . Secondly, we already 
have a four-year bachelor's program in the arts and sci-
ences colleges in the medical technology program and this 
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seemed an appropriate adjunct of that one. So this, we felt, 
we felt these two would be better housed in the same place 
rather than, say, put it upon the shoulders of the Univer-
sity College. These degrees were presented to us as allow-
ing a kind of stepping procedure so that a person could 
finish a two-year program and become effective at that level 
in certain job positions, or if he wanted to, come back and 
finish the four-year program at a subsequent time and get 
the bachelor's degree. Having had it presented to us in that 
way seemed appropriate that the same agency should adminis-
ter both these degrees. 
If you are interested, the new program is on the board. 
I put it there for the consideration of the Arts and§°ciences 
faculty. It's a two-year program with a summer session. 
The "M.L." means the medical laboratory work and it has a 
total of seventy hours with thirty- two of the hours in this 
laboratory work. But this is all premature. 
I suppose that what I can ask you to approve only at 
this time, if you wish to do so, is the approval of the de-
grees themselves: That is, of granting two new associate 
of science degrees over and beyond the one that we already 
have. So I will not get into the question of where to house 
these degrees or who should administer them at this time, 
but simply make one motion, namely: That we approve the 
granting of these two associate of science degrees. 
WALKER Second . 
TRAVELSTEAD Mr. Regener. 
REGENER Seems to be difficult to approve a degree 
without having a curriculum that's been approved by the col-
lege in which the thing is going to be housed. What kind 
of a curriculum is it going to be? 
TRAVELSTEAD As your chairman, may I give a note of 
explanation here: It was my understanding, Mr. Alexander, 
that this was to be a report. The intention of this Curric-
ula Committee to refer these to colleges for study and in 
view of those 1 facts, steps no,lfbeing taken, this is in line 
with Mr. Regener's question . I would wonder if we should 
Withhold action on this until we have a little further pur-
suit of that. Would that be agreeable? 
ALEXANDER I was going to suggest this might be the 
best way out, to hold this whole question in abeyance until 
we have become assured that these colleges - - I am assured 
at the present time, by the way, that the College of 
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Pharmacy is quite willing to do the job in the case of the 
dental hygiene program, but the one in question, which is 
the one on the board, has not been resolved and it may be 
better to hold the whole thing in abeyance until it can be 
resolved. I will be glad to withdraw the motion . 
TRAVELSTEAD Seconder? 
WALKER Yes. 
TRAVELSTEAD The motion has been withdrawn, ~hen, 
this form of report~ V/e will have a followup from the 
Curricula Committee and maybe the colleges concerned in s ub-
sequent meetings. Thank you, Mr . Alexander. 
Professor Antreasian for the Policy Committee on nom- Replacements 
inations for replacements on standing committees fo r semester on Standing 
two. Committees 
PROFESSOR ANTREASIAN For the Graduate Committee, 
Professor Jerry Walden of Law to replace Professor Leo Kano-
witz of Law. Professor Charles Richards, Mechanical Engi-
neering , to replace Professor Willis Everett, Mechanical 
Engineering. 
Research Allocations Committee, Professor Milton 
Howard of Art to replace Professor Carl Paak of Art. 
Committee on the University, Professor Bainbridge 
Bunting of Art to replace Professor Roger Anderson of Geol-
ogy. 
Committee on Summer Session, Professor Wayne Lazorik 
of Art to replace Professor Wi lliam Martin of Biology. 
Committee on Student Publications, Professor James 
Findley, Biology, to replace Professor Tom WolfJ of Polit-
ical Science . 
On the Library Committee, Professor Robert Kern of 
History to replace Professor Troy Floyd of History . Pro-
fessor Charles Tel~.?f Business Administration to replace 
Professor Robert ~berg of Business Administration . 
The Retirement and Insurance Committee, Professor 
William Brisk of PolJ..'tical Science to replace Professor John 
~i 
Br~lanctf of Physics. 
Mr . Chairman, on behalf of the Policy Committee I move 
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that these nominations be accepted. 
TRAVELSTEAD All right. Is there a second? 
COTTRELL Second. 
TRAVELSTEAD Seconded by Cottrell . All in favor of 
this motion say "aye"; opposed "no" . The motion is carried. 
The next item on the agenda is the recommendation of 
the Continuing Education Committee relative to the branch 
college at Gallup. Professor Patterson . 
PROFESSOR MC MICHAEL He's teaching. 
TRAVELSTEAD Professor Patterson have a spokesman? 
Recommenda-
tion of Con-
tinuing Educa-
tion Committee 
re Course of-
ferings at 
Gallup Branch 
MC MICHAEL I am McMichael. The recommendation from 
the Continuing Education Committee relative to the branch 
college at Gallup. The Continuing Education Committee met 
January 6, 1970, and reaffirmed the University of Ne w Me x ico's 
commitment as an education and service institution through 
the Division of Continuing Education . The Committee there-
fore recommends to the Faculty that the University of New 
Mexico Gallup Branch be allowed to offer post-high school 
courses or programs which are responsive to the needs of the 
Gallup area . This recommendation, in e f fect, amends the ac-
t i on of the University Faculty on January 9, 1968, limiti ng 
the offerings at the Gallup Branch to a "basic program of 
courses at the lower division level" . 
TRAVELSTEAD 
it on the floor? 
COTTRELL 
Is there a second to this motion to get 
Second . 
TRAVELSTEAD Moved and seconded . Mr. Wollman, if 
you would assume the chair here, I would like to make a 
statement on this . Mr . Wollman is~lected chairman of this 
Faculty in the absence of the President or Vice President . 
I have one statement I would like to make about this 
in support of the motion . 
I have talked with the Continuing Education Committee 
on several occasions about this and that group debated how 
specific they ought to make this next move. Th.is group 
should know that in January of '68 the Faculty approved 
establishment of a branch at Gallup, but with certain restr i c-
tions . The restrictions being "academic or basic courses, 
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such courses being described as those freshman and sophomore 
courses which are usually found in the typical program here 
on this campus" with the idea that Gallup students, gradu-
ates of that high school there in that area, could take such 
courses more cheaply close to home and transfer them to this 
campus toward the degree program. We realized at that time 
this -- this body did -- that all educational needs were not 
identified; that we thought this was a justifiable step. 
We have kept this commitment there. We have found that the 
needs in Gallup go considerably beyond the typical courses. 
Incidentally, those courses have been offered during these 
two years with the full approval of the department concerned, 
the person teaching the courses and things related to it have 
had to have departmental approval. 
We are now faced with need, if we are going to meet 
some educational needs in that area, of going beyond Biology 
101, English 101, Western Civilization, even though those 
would continue to some sub-professional technical courses 
which are badly needed in that area. 
I think that this is a very wise move. We are not 
talking about a new degree program yet. We are talking about 
removing, for the time being, the restriction imposed on that 
branch so that we can begin to identify these needs more 
accurately and to have some offerings which will meet the. 
needs and they did go beyond these basic courses as approved 
in '68. 
This request, as I understand it, is an approval of 
this Faculty to remove that restriction so that the Gallup 
Branch can explore these needs and begin to offer, in step-
wise fashion, the things that would go beyond this restric-
tion. I would heartily support approval of this recommend-
ation. You would wish to maybe have further discussion. 
WOLLMAN Mr. Cottrell. 
COTTRELL I think it would be well to clarify for 
the Faculty a little background, what went on in the Policy 
Committee when we studied this question of a branch campus 
at Gallup originally. 
We spent several weeks and a lot of administrative 
ti.me in supplementing and answering questions. There's a 
strong feeling that there should not be just a standard two-
year program at Gallup; that to go over there and teach 
the same courses we teach on campus to a group of students 
Who, for various reasons -- and many of them financial --
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could not come to this campus ~was not really being rele-
vant to some of the educational needs in that community. 
Now we -- I recall arguing at great length that we should 
involve in the program there the various cultural aspects 
of the tri-cultural aspect of New Mexico; that the program 
should be geared to some of these needs. 
Now the reason the restrictions were on the program 
originall~cause enabling legislation of the State of New 
Mexico required that. You had, in order to get a branch 
campus approved, to say that it was going to be the standard 
two-year program which you would have back on your main 
campus. So finally the Policy Committee recommended that 
to the Faculty and it was approved in 1968 conforming to what 
the enabling legislation of the State of New Mexico requi.red. 
Now we have not been the ones who reconsidered this. 
It was tossed our way in the fall by the administration1 and 
we said, "Look, there is a Committee on Continuing Educa-
tion who should look at this." 
But I did want to relate to the Faculty the sum of 
the sentiment of this committee when we made a thorough 
study two years ago and now you can remove the restriction . 
This would come in accord with what we desired as a result 
of our study in the first place. 
So I think that the Policy Committee members of two 
years ago who studied this and recommended it and urged you 
to support it at that time would support this change as it 
is here today. 
WOLLMAN Professor Murphy . 
PROFESSOR MURPHY It's not at all clear to me what 
kind of courses are anticipated: Whether these are courses 
already in the catalog or courses other than those standard 
courses; that is, our regular course offerings. 
--rR A Vcl-$11:AD 
Wi I 1.Mtffl We have Mr. Calvin Hall, in the audience, 
who is director of the Gallup Branch . I asked him to attend 
today, and this branch does go through the Division of 
Continuing Education. Maybe Mr. Hall or Mr. McMichael would 
answer that question . 
MR. CALVIN HALL I think, basically, the type of 
courses that we are indicating here would be those concerned 
With what would be called technical and vocational educa-
tion. The district and by speaking of the district I am 
speaking of an area -- is composed largely of fifty percent, 
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in fact, of the Indian population and, historically, most 
of these individuals do not, at least in New Mexico, do not 
go on to higher education. A very small percentage in the 
past. They are seeking addi t.ional education, wh,ich is not 
in the line of academic work. By academic work I am speak-
ing of the first two years as indicated in the first recom-
mendation from the Policy Committee in the establishment of 
the branch. This is a type of change that we are speaking 
of at the present time, to serve a need which definitely is 
unmet in that area . 
In addition to that we have some of the graduates of 
high schools, as you may well know, that cannot qualify for 
academic programs. They have needs other than going to col-
leges or universities. So this is the type of program that 
we are anticip1ting researching. 
WOLLMAN Would you identify some of the courses them-
selves that may be offered, the kind· of needs that we have 
identified thus far? 
HALL In a recent publication done by the University 
through the Research Planning and Development, Doctor 
Tonigan identified some areas that definitely are unmet in 
the area of clerical occupations, secretarial, health occu-
pations in terms of working in coordination with the local 
hospitals, and in the areas of business, retail, which 
Gallup might be second in retailing this year, second or third. 
But, anyway, this is the type of program we are looking at. 
There are others which will come along with this, but 
all of these have to have additional research before we ever 
go into this type of a program. These are some of the areas 
which we would like to look into at the present time. 
WOLLMAN Professor Drummond. 
DRUMMOND I understand the need and I am sympathetic 
to it, but I think we ~ing a very serious policy ques-
tion, and even though has talked about it, it's 
obvious that the Policy Committee has not, at least recent-
ly, talked about it. 
The policy question being essentially: Is the Univer-
sity of New Mexico going to change its basic function to 
include courses of non- university -- at non-university levels? 
~re we going to support the development of this University 
into a community junior college undergirding the kinds of 
Programs we have? Or are we going to support the development 
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It's understood that any of the work offered at Gallup must 
stand on its own financially. We are not going to in any 
way, either for these courses already being offered or for 
additional courses, take money away from the University allo-
cation. We have some sources of federal money, other sources 
which we would expect to use and enrollments themselves would 
pay for it. 
The other point is, I think Mr. Drummond is right, I 
think it does involve that kind of a decision. But it is 
not the large decision which we must face later, Harold, in 
Albuquerque and Bernalillo County. The Policy Committee has 
already indicated it wants to explore this in depth because 
this is a different kind of question; the implication for 
our enrollment and our role here. I just feel that we open 
up a little bit at Gallup without settling that question 
here and without costing us any money . In the meantime we've 
got to make some plans for next year. If this Faculty would 
rather wait for the March meeting, I suppose we could liYe 
with it. I don't want them to be premature in the decision ; 
if you think it is, we ought to put it off. On the other 
hand, Mr. Hall is already trying to respond to several re-
quests for next fall and it does become important from that 
standpoint. 
WOLLMAN Professor Davis. 
PROFESSOR DAVIS I agree with Mr. Drummond that we 
have, I think, the last two issues, are both issues which 
are very much in the same area and raise very important 
policy questions and it seems to me that the -- on the one 
hand the Gallup Branch needs flexibility to offer, say, 
freshman English which I am familiar with at Gallup, and the 
way we offer it here is an absurdity; it's a totally differ-
ent context and you have to treat the speakers of English 
with the kind of English they have, and start with what 
they have. That is one issue. I think we need to get be-
yond that flexibility to make the academic program relative 
to the students that want college level work in Gallup. But 
the other issue that is involved is an issue whether the 
University is going to go into certain technical and voca-
tional fields which in the past we have gotten into by back 
doors and I think now we are facing a whole series of these 
technical and vocational fields and we are being asked to 
become de facto, a kind of junior college and I think at 
this point we have to sit down and ask ourselves whether the 
real issue ;i..s: Are we going to allow a junior college to 
develop within the college, or are we going to support other 
efforts to -- in Gallup or Bernalillo County to create sepa-
rate junior colleges? I think we really need to face that 
or 
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WOLLMAN Is there discussion on the amendment? 
(Several faculty members were calling for the question.) 
WOLLMAN All in favor indicate by "aye"; those 
opposed? The motion is carried. 
Marion, did you want the floor? 
COTTRELL Yes. I would like to make two or three 
comments. Part of this is repetitious of what I said earlier, 
but not all of it, I hope. 
The Policy Committee has this big bundle of questions 
related to the University's role in sub-baccalaureate programs. 
It was tossed to us from a number of sources this past fall. 
The question of what we are going to do here on the 
main campus, what we are going to do in Bernalillo County, 
is a question that I would agree with Professor Drummond in-
volves a lot of deep study. However, I merely, on behalf 
of the Policy Committee, reminded the administration that 
the Faculty had two years ago established a committee and 
charged it with essentially the same responsibilities with 
respect to branch campuses as perhaps the Policy Committee 
v-.Duld :1ave here. Now that doesn't mean that, you know, that 
they can do anything independently. They have to come and 
report to you curricula innovations and programs that they 
want, they would have to be approved by the Faculty. That 
is the way this is currently set up. 
But in our -- in the description of the function of 
the Continuing Education Committee, they are charged with 
developing objectives for any branch campus that we had at 
that time or that we may in the future have . 
Now I think they are - - the Policy Committee is to 
report to you with respect to the branch campuses and I be-
lieve that if you have any real interest in New Mexico as a 
state, in addition to what we do here academically, and if 
you will examine one of the three-fold functions of a univer-
sity, which is service, I think Professor Merkx' point is 
that this kind of service to the community is needed. We 
may well view our branch campuses as a service function of 
the University rather than the traditional academic func-
tion, which we emphasize here. This does not mean that 
these are academically respectable, but we do it partly as 
a service to these communities in the state of New Mexico. 
Now recognizing that Gallup has no unique needs, we 
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pushed for some variation in the program two years ago. 
Now the kind of programs suggested by Doctor Hall to-
day have not been just the kinds that we had in mind. In 
fact, if we are going to be strictly a vocational school, 
and that's all , I would have questioned whether the Uniyer-
sity should have ever had a branch campus there, but ;pfn the 
Policy Committee two years ago we could vision a lot of rele-
vant innovating types of educational programs at Gallup. 
It was about that time that we were asked, as a matter of 
fact, how much Indian art we taught on the main campus at 
the University of New Mexico . You know, I don't think we 
have many courses in Indian art, Indian music. 
ADAMS 
COTTRELL 
trouble finding 
I beg to correct that. 
All right. But two years ago we had some 
ADAMS No, sir, it's in the catalog. They have been 
in the catalog as long as I have been here, many years. 
COTTRELL All right, correction on that. But perh aps 
we -- but the question here is an area where we feel that 
perhaps taking advantage of some of the cultural background 
of that community, this is the kind of innovations, the 
language problem that Paul Davis mentioned, we feel that 
very special innovating kinds of education can be provided 
over there. 
Now I would hope that the Continuing Education Commi~-
tee and the director at Gallup would give some real serious 
consideration to innovations of meeting some of the cultural 
innovations and nee ds of that particular segment of the 
state as well as the technical and vocational needs. But in 
other case we would have to liberalize the position that the 
Faculty set on that earlier when we set the standard basic 
two- year program. 
Now that's what I am pleading for , that we app~ove 
this as recommended to the Continuing Education Committee . 
WOLLMAN May I call your attention to the fact that 
we are beyond our normal adjournment hour, so that if you 
Wish to continue debate we should either have a motion to 
that effect or --
(Several faculty members were calling for the question . ) 
MERKX So move. 
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WOLLMAN Are you ready to vote on this resolution? 
MERKX Move to suspend the rule. 
WOLLMAN All those in favor indicate by "aye". Those 
opposed? The motion carries. Dean Ad ams. 
ADAMS I am very much in favor of the motion but I 
would like to have it as it applies to the plans. It would 
not be necessary to establish technical courses to give In-
di an art at Ga 11 up . That course is in the ca t~/lg';and it 's 
simply having someone to teach it . Professor r: , who 
teaches jointly in anthropology and art, teaches there. Such 
courses could be established and it is quite possible that we 
might want to put in a course - - let's say 070 or something 
of that sort, which carries non-transferable University 
credit in such topics . These have not, however, been brought 
to the attention of the Fine Arts College by the Policy 
Committee, or anyone else . 
COTTRELL It was our intent that the Continuing Educa-
tion Committee would continue . 
WOLLMAN Is there a mot.ion? 
DURRIE What was being voted on? 
WOLLMAN The motion was to approve the resolution, 
as I understood it . 
MERKX 
journment . 
No. I moved to suspend the five thirty ad-
FACULTY MEMBER He didn't recognize you, though. 
COTTRELL It was his motion we voted on, whatever 
it was. 
WOLLMAN I thought the motion that was voted on was 
the resolution and that we h ad not -- that we were tacitly 
violating the adjournment hour . Now that was my understand-
ing. All right, the motion we passed was a motion to suspend 
the adjournment hour. I am sorry . 
(Several faculty members were calling "no".) 
WOLLMAN All right , vote again . The motion is to 
suspend the adjournment hour . It was moved and seconded . 
MERKX Let me say that I don't want the meeting to 
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The University of New Mexico 
uifice of Admissions and Records 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES 
January 24, 1970 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Bachelor of Arts 
John Howard Aldrich 
AlillliS Kay Alme 
William David Arvidson 
Harry Alfred Baldwin Jr. 
David Battat 
Robert Wellington Beck 
Lynda Elizabeth Boose 
Stephanie Leigh Butler 
Terry Richard Calvani 
Carmelita Carbone 
Clarice M. Bates Chavarria 
Max Cisneros Jr. 
Kirby Lewis Clark 
Carlton Barry Cole 
Kathleen Baker Coll 
Michaele Patricia Connors 
Bernadine V. M. Cottingham 
Robert Keith Danning 
John Charles Davis 
Jean Robie Del Portillo 
Jorge Diaz-De-Bedoya 
Jthelinda Dietz 
Kathryn Kobes Dohrer 
Patricia Ann Donohue 
Christine Caughren Eeds 
John Rusk Feth 
Peter Grafton Finney 
Susan Rae Fleisher 
Grace Ann Garza Flores 
Toni Sharon Garcia 
Martin Gene Gilbert 
Paul Murray Giles Jr. 
Roger Vincent Glass 
John Wallace Goeller 
Tony Gomez 
Gustavo Adolfo Gonzalez Jr. 
David Michael Gorgone 
Christina c. Gutierrez 
Gordon Allen Hall 
Marc Mossman Hayes 
Paul David Hiles 
Margaret Harrison Hilliard 
Rosemary Louise Hughes 
David Leroy Jackson 
Major 
Political Science 
Political Science 
Russian Studies 
Political Science 
Sociology 
Political Science 
English 
History 
History 
Spanish 
History 
History 
English-P.hilo~uphy 
History 
French 
History 
Portuguese 
Western European Studies 
Chemistry 
Spanish 
Economics 
Spanish 
Chemistry 
History 
Sociology 
Chemistry 
History 
History 
Spanish 
Psychology 
Sociology 
History 
Latin American Studies 
Geography 
Sociology 
Philosophy 
English 
French 
Anthropology 
History 
History 
Sociology 
Spanish and French 
Russian Studies 
1 inor 
History 
History 
None 
History 
Spanish 
History 
History 
Anthropology 
Political Scienc~ 
Portuguese 
Mathematics 
English 
None 
Political Scienc~ 
Spanish 
Biology 
Spanish 
None 
Philosophy 
French 
Spanish 
Anthropology 
Mathematics 
Journalism 
Anthropology 
Naval Science 
Biology 
Philosophy 
English 
Sociology 
Psychology 
Political Scienc~ 
Economics 
Geology 
Psychology 
Spanish 
Psychology 
History 
Geology 
Political Scienc~ 
English 
Psychology 
None 
None 
7 
Candidates for ftegrees, 19&9 Fall ( Continued) 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Orlando E. Ji~ oe~iC~tillo 
Leslie Frances Jones 
Peter Townsend Kendall 
Floyd Patrick Kiernan 
Katherine Jenison Klinger 
Kathryn Ellen Kopp 
Marilyn Sloan Leedy 
Louis Roy Lehner 
Michael Richard Lester 
Ezequiel Antonio Lopez 
David Len Lutz 
Janel Rae Magee 
Brian Neil Manahan 
Christiana Kaiser Marshall 
Kathryn Christine Mason 
Michael Douglas Mason 
,..4',. James Albee McCormick 
I' Quentin Lee Miller I Steven N. Muhlhauser 
Toni Sudar Murphy 
Marcia Ann Nelson 
Page Matheson Niles 
Nicholas John Needing 
Peneaope -Ann O'Neal 
Phyllis Lynn O'Neill 
Leslie Paul Page III 
Linda Marie Pattison 
Cheryl Anne Paul 
Gary Lin Perkowski 
James Douglas Petersen 
Gitty Vazir,i Rassouli 
Eugene C~rrell Ray 
Jane Rodgers Reed 
Charles Homer Reid 
Raymond Irwin Riegert 
David Orville Roberts 
Juan Julio Romero Jr. 
Rita MaryAnn Salazar 
Richard De Sanchez 
Marilyn Ilene Savitt 
Alexander George Schauss 
Ellen Bayard Shoemaker 
Linda Carol Siegel 
James Brent Soper 
Joanne Soper 
Robert Harrison Spuhler 
'-- Diana Gale Hankins McHugh 
Bachelor of Arts 
Major 
Art 
English 
Journalism 
Biology 
Spanish 
Anthropology 
Psychology 
Psychology 
Anthropology 
Sociology 
Anthropology 
History 
Speech 
Art 
Journalism 
History 
Economics 
History 
German 
Anthropology 
Psychology 
English 
History 
History 
Anthropology and History 
Geography 
Anthropology 
Sociology 
Political Science 
Spanish 
Economics 
History 
Sociology 
English 
English 
Speech 
Latin American Studies 
History 
Geography 
Political Science 
History 
Spanish 
Sociology and English 
History 
Political Science 
History 
Spanish 
Page 2 
Minor 
Portuguese 
Spanish 
English 
Philosophy 
English 
Histor y 
Political Sci~nc~ 
English 
History 
Philosophy 
History 
Biology 
Philosophy 
Anthropology 
Economics 
Sociology 
History 
Philosophy 
Naval Science 
Art 
Geography 
American Studies 
English 
Russian Studies 
None 
Mathematics 
Biology 
Psychology and 
Politi cal Science 
Economics 
Economics 
Art 
Political Science 
Psychology 
Biology 
Anthropology 
Dr~mat ic Art 
None 
Latin American Stud i et 
Economics 
French 
Sociology 
Anthropology 
None 
Naval Science 
Spanish 
Naval Science 
French 
Candidates for Degrees, 19~ Fall.(Continued) 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Sara Howes Stone 
Steven Warren Tilghman 
Phillip Arthur Tixier 
*Reita Meyerowitz Traum 
Kenneth R. Wagner 
*Herman M. Wei 1 
Roy Richard Whiteside 
Glenn LeRoy Williams 
Henry Conrad Woesch 
Robert Roy Womack 
Mark Alan Wood 
Ann Faber Wortman 
Bachelor .of :Arts 
Major 
Journalism 
Economics 
Sociology 
Philosophy 
Economics and Psychology 
Political Science 
English 
Political Science 
Political Science 
Psychology 
Economics 
Sociology 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND ~C!IICIS 
Barbara Ruth Bogart 
James Kenneth Braggs 
John Christopher Clement 
John Charles Davis 
David Robert Dvorak 
William Frank Guy II 
Darrell Clifton Hayes 
Gale Pinney Hendrickson, 
Charles Hickman Hewitt Jr. 
Patricia Ann Holmes 
Lisa Cooper Hutchinson 
Karen Astri Larsen 
*·Marjory Susan Lucci 
Charles Thomas McAbee 
Laurence R. Meyerson 
Mary Elizabeth Money 
Anthony Allen Oliver 
Eligio Roberto Padilla 
Bruce Bosworth Partridge 
Ashley D. Pond 
Jack Curry Redman Jr. 
Gustavo Adolfo Rendon 
Edward Devarr Schairer 
Joe Marques Serna 
Robert Steven Shropshire 
Ronald Rex Smith 
Bachelor of Science 
Major 
Biology 
Biology 
Mathematics 
Biology 
Biology 
Mathematics 
Psychology 
Biology 
Biology 
Biology 
Biology 
Biology 
Biology 
Mathematics 
Biology 
Biology 
Biology 
Psychology 
Biology 
Biology 
Biology 
Biology 
Geology 
Mathematics 
Psychology and History 
Mathematics and Chemistry 
*cum laude in General Studies 
Page 3 
Minor 
English 
History 
Psychology 
Psychology 
None 
Ecom.omics 
Naval Science 
Economics 
History 
lfaval Science 
Psychology 
Spanish 
Minor 
Chemistry 
History 
Anthropology 
Naval Science 
Philosophy 
Astro-Physics 
Mathematics 
Psychology and 
English 
Chemistry 
English 
Art 
German 
Chemistry 
Philosophy 
Chemistry and 
Latin 
Chemistry 
History 
Biology 
Chemistry 
Chemistry 
English 
Spanish 
Distributed 
Spanish 
B~ology 
(B.A.....~"r None 
Candidates for Degrees, 1969 Fall (Continued) 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCI ENCES 
Page 4 
Carulynn Waite Tishler 
Leo C. Whitling Jr. 
Bachelor of Science 
Major 
Biology 
Biology 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
~tinor 
English 
Chemistry 
Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering 
/ Danilo Castro -Lepiz William Wallace McClellan IV 
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering 
Just i n James Archuleta 
Miles Lee Blackman 
Thomas Eugene Brule 
Joseph Francis Gaita (Theuri) 
William Edward Kraus 
David Albert Lacey 
James Mi rabal 
Ronal d M. Nelson 
Moises Elvin Rael 
Frederick W. Rummel l 
Michael Lancaster Whelan 
Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering 
Robert Charles Br enner 
Robert Tim Cordova 
Robert Allan DeMoss 
Lawrence Lee Franzmeier 
Gary Lynn Howe 
James Lawrence Iden 
#David Tuck Wai Lee 
Warren Duane Lewis 
Francis Ray Martin 
James Donald Miller , J r. 
Berni e Ray Montoya 
Reginaldo Ramon Ortiz 
John Kenneth Padilla 
Robert Henry Penhollow 
Harold Phillips,Jr. 
Ernest James Sandova l 
David Lawrence Shibat a 
James Edward Simpson 
Charles Eugene Stephens 
Eugene Tharp 
Edward Gabriel Tratechaud 
Mark Allen Wieland 
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering 
Loyd Reece Allen, Jr . 
Robert Gayle Baca 
Ronald Leon Cochran 
Roy Umberto Danenberg 
Charles Dillard Dyer 
Bertil Ulf Eriksson 
Gregory Charles Gi l bert 
Morris Harold Lee , Jr . 
James Edward Lowey II 
thnagna cum laude in General Studies 
David Eric McPherson 
Pablo R. Martinez 
David Allan Mayhew, J r. 
James Ray Miller 
Shayne Marsten Munger 
Kent William Roberts 
Gary Lee Whitlow 
James Lynn Zumwalt 
Candidates for degrees, 196~ Fa11 (Continued) 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Bachelor of Arts in Education 
Eloy Estevan Baca 
Carl Edward Baldwin 
Raymond Emmett Barker Jr. 
Monte Lewis Barton 
Melvin Richard Beitler Jr. 
Robert William Benson 
Barbara Allen Brannon 
William Anderson Cain 
Carol Ann Cardin 
Don Arthur Carpenter 
Helen Chalamidas 
Pamela Gay Conway 
Ronald Jay Decktor 
Ivan Diamond 
John Allen Dunaway 
Christine Elliott Ellison 
George Flores 
Julie Ann Gallegos 
Patricia Julie Gammill 
Loreto Gandara 
Martha Gail Griswold 
Walter Terrence Hannon 
Lawrence Milton Hicks 
Gary Kilbourne House 
Arthur Ritchie Howard 
Jack Wayne Hurlbut 
Kerry Earl Kimball 
Lawrence Roy Klausen 
Warren Carol Laffey fom Arthur Montoya Letha c. Pier Francis Gerard Pizzani 
William Rex Prescott 
Armando Garcia Quinones 
Linda Lakay Smith 
Judith Elaine Staat 
Kent Mark Stevens 
Helen Anne Thomas 
Drucilla Ann Tucker 
Marie Jeanne Utrup 
Eugene Delbert Valencia 
George Rudolph Wagner 
A. Ruth Pharris Walcott 
Linda Kay Zellner 
I elinda May Medd 
~Carmen Lynn Ortego 
Sheila Phillips Wood 
Major 
Spanish 
Comm. Arts Composite 
History 
Social Studies Composite 
English 
Social Studies Composite 
History 
History 
English 
Speech 
English 
Social Studies Composite 
Social Studies Composite 
Social Studies Composite 
History 
Political Science 
History 
Spanish 
Comm. Arts Composite 
Spanish 
Comm. Arts Composite 
Speech 
History 
Comm. Arts Composite 
French 
Social Studies Composite 
Social Studies Composite 
Comm. Arts Composite 
English~Philosophy 
Political Science 
English 
History£ end Soc!~l·r I :; 
StudiSs Composite 
Art Education 
Social Studies Composite 
History 
History 
English 
History 
English 
English 
Social Studies Composite 
History 
English 
History 
English 
History 
Communication Arts 
Composite and English 
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Minor 
Portuguese 
English 
Government 
None 
Hist. and 
Ath Coaching 
Geog. 
Pol. Science 
English 
History and 
Biology 
History 
History 
None 
Geography 
Phil. 
Speech 
History 
Polit. Science 
Bus. Education 
None 
Portuguese 
Speech 
Latin 
Pol. Science 
None 
Spanish 
None 
None 
None 
None 
English 
Music Ed. 
Economics 
None 
None 
Eng: '-ind Soc. 
English 
History 
English 
Sociology 
Music Ed. 
None 
Economics 
Business Ed. 
Physical Ed. 
Anthropology 
English 
None 
Currie 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
s·-c. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. ,Id. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. td. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Art Ecj. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. E.d. 
Sec. Ed. 
4 
Candidates for Degrees, 1969 Jta.11= .(Continued) 
. · . COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Bachelor of Science in Education 
Susan Marie Albright 
Martha Louise Amsden 
Jorja Arlene Armijo 
Sharon Deloris Deall 
Deborah Ann Brown 
Judith Lynn Brown 
Susan Carlton Cheney 
Idelle M. Clarke 
Vicki King Davis 
Linda Hunton Dudding 
Iola Carolyn Duffy 
Phyllis Baldwin Dunlap 
Arley Howard Fachini 
James Michael Fiala 
Alex Arcenio Gabald6n 
Gloria Grimmer Hathaway 
Jean Ann Hume 
Patricia Dixon Jackson 
Sydney Shaw James 
Katherine J. Johnson 
Leanne Davis Johnson 
Georgia Palvantos Kanellis 
Emma Kathryn Kawalec 
Edgar Clayton Kimmel 
Donna Elaine Lipton 
Barbara Voss Logan 
Karen Hardin Longcope 
Barbara Ann Mccarter 
Linda Hetzel McGarr 
Kathleen Rose McGuckin 
Pamela Margaret Marsh 
Judith Ann Miller 
Janet Miller Payne 
Linda Jeane Phillips 
Bernice Knight i lk 
M~ . a,.fl 2 
~rg et Ann ic aroson 
Marguerite Irene Romero 
Elvira Rummell 
Susan Coffin Salazar 
Lois Randel Schlick 
Hazel Burgett Sherman 
Jan Krause Stevenson 
Betty Ann Trujillo 
Roberta Gail Unglaub 
Don Cleo Ware 
Coe Ann Williams 
Major 
Business Education 
Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
Life Science.· Composite 
Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
Mathematics 
Phys. Sci. Composite 
Phys. Sci. Composite 
Business Education 
Business Education 
Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
Business Education 
Elementary Education 
Biology 
Elementary Education 
Business Education 
Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
Business Education 
Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
~~~{i~:ucation 
Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
Business Education 
Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
Business Education 
Business Education 
Betty Ann Mccorkle Williamson Business Education 
Barry Dean Wood Mathematics 
Dana Ray Wright 
Alid Go4oy Yeats 
Mathematics 
Elementary Education 
Page 6 
Minor Currie 
English Sec. Ed. 
Music El. Ed·. 
Art Education El. Ed . 
Howe Ee . El. Ed. 
Home Ee. El •. Kd. 
Philosophy El. Ed. 
Recreation El. Ed. 
None Sec. Ed. 
Speech El. Ed. 
Music Ed . El. Ed. 
Home Ee . El. Ed . 
Recreation El. Ed. 
Speech Sec. Ed. 
NOne Sec. Ed. 
None Sec. Ed. 
Spec. Ed. Sec. Ed. 
Economics Sec. Ed . 
Biology El . Ed . 
Recreation El. Ed. 
History El. Ed. 
Geography El. Ed. 
History Sec. Ed . 
Spec. Ed. El. Ed. 
Psychology Sec. Ed. 
Art El. Ed . 
Psychology Sec. Ed . 
English El. Ed. 
Engl/Fr . Comp. El. Ed . 
Home Ee . El. Ed. 
Spec. Ed . El. Ed . 
Recreation El. Ed. 
Sociology Sec. 2d . 
Music Ed. El. Ed. 
Art Ed. & .. Art El. Ed. 
Hea).l:h Se Z ;1 
-S"~idl~r\ Cc~ Sec. ~cf...\' 
History El. Ed. 
Spanish El. Ed. 
History El. Ed. 
Soc. Sci.& El. Ed. 
Gen. Sci. Cqmp,osite 
Broad Science El. Ed. 
Economics Sec. Ed. 
Spec. Ed. El. Ed. 
Psychology El. Ed. 
None Sec. Ed. 
Journalism 
Psychology 
History 
Chemistry 
composite 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed . 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
El. Ed. 
4 
Candidates for Degrees, 1969 foll (Continued) Page 7 
Bachelor of 
JUsie Davis Armstrong 
Janice Cheryl Bass 
Jacqulyn R. Budagher 
Yolanda Elisia Montoya 
Nancy C. F. Red~ish 
Nila Cordova Romero 
Betty Sherwood Sagle 
Ladena McCabe Schuler 
Frances Manning Tippets 
Christine Vee Weaver 
Bachelor 
Eugene David Romo 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Science in Home Economics Education 
Major Minor 
Home Economics None 
Home Economics None 
Home Economics Business 
Home Economics Sociology 
Home Economics None 
Home Economics History 
Home Economics Art 
Home Economics English 
Home Economics None 
Home Economids None 
of Science in Health Education 
Major 
Health Education 
Minor 
Biology 
Ed 
Bachelor of Science in Health and Physical Education 
Major Minor Mary Ann M. Cavanaugh Health & Physical Educ French 
William Joseph Cawood Health & Physical Educ History.and 
Athl . ... .Coaching Sandra Hppe Deuell Health & Physical Educ None 
Robert John Fowler Health & Physical Educ Athl . Coaching 
Anthony Michael Garcia Health & Physical Educ Athl. Coaching 
Keith Edwin Griffith Health & Physical Educ Athl . Coaching 
Prentice Leon Jones Health & Physical Educ Athl . Coaching 
William Michael Kennedy Health & Physical Educ Athl . Coaching 
Robert Gene Marsh Health & Physical Educ Athl . Coaching 
Patrick Edward Montano Health & Physical Educ None 
Robert Alden Shadron Health & Physical Educ Health Ed 
Currie 
Home Ee Ed 
Home Ee Ed 
Home Ee Ed 
Home Ee Ed 
Home Ee Ed 
Home Ee Ed 
Home Ee Ed 
Home Ee Ed 
Home Ee Ed 
Home Ee Ed 
Currie 
Health Ed. 
Currie 
H&PE 
H&PE 
H&PE 
H&PE 
H&PE 
H&PE 
H&PE 
H&PE 
H&PE 
H&PE 
H&PE Jean Ann Shulse 
Thomas Lyle Brooks ~it1l% t }>\\~tiiit l%tl~ ~'ttH. ~h ~<!ching ~~f 
Bachelor ot Arts in Recreation 
Major Minor Currie 
John Michael McMahon Recreation None Recreation Terry G. S~one Recreation History Recreation 
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Arts Education 
Major Minor Currie Norman Atkins Industrial Arts None Sec. Ed. Gene Baca Industrial Arts None Sec . Ed . 
James Dalton Copeland Industrial Arts None Sec. Ed. 
Theodore John Cox Industrial Arts None Sec. Ed. 
David Lee Degeer Industrial Arts None Sec. Ed. 
Candi.dates for Degrees, 1969 Fall ( Continued) 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Arts Education 
Mark Stanley Ewing 
Roscoe Conner Fields III 
Phillip Lee McRee 
Jose Jeronimo Rivera 
Robert Lawrence Smith 
Raul Lujan Vasquez 
John Stanley Williamson 
David Eugene Wintermute 
Major 
Industrial Arts 
Industrial Arts 
Industrial Arts 
Industrial Arts 
Industrial Arts 
Industrial Arts 
Industrial Arts 
Industrial Arts 
Minor 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None . 
None 
None 
None 
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS 
Bachelor of Arts in Fine Art 
Jennifer Jo Anderson 
Stephanie Marie Brenton 
Leo Arnulfo Pando 
Major 
Art 
Art 
Art 
Minor 
None 
None 
None 
Bachelor of Architecture 
Thomas Lyle Carr 
Roger William Lengyel 
James Clifford Pecha 
Robert Louis Rocheleau 
Ronald Ernest Shafer 
William Chester Winkler 
Bachelor of Fine Arts in Art 
Cynthia Carr Colavito 
Helen King Dalphin 
Gail Ann Glover 
Michael Clay McConnell 
Maria Consuelo Moya 
Jean Emelia Olson 
Joanne Grant Petersen 
Sandra Irene Shor 
Robin Taylor 
Jean Von Hoyningen-Huene 
Major 
Art Education 
Art 
Art Education 
Art 
Art 
Art Education 
Art 
Art Education 
Art 
Art 
Bachelor of Fine Arts in Dramatic Art 
John Fredrik Olson 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES 
Bachelor of Business Administration 
Ronald Daniel Avery 
Ronald Daniel Bell 
Ralph Barry Borden 
Lewis Love Bowen III 
Robert Eugene Castillo 
Concentration 
Marketing 
Marketing 
Marketing 
General Business 
General Business 
Page 8 
eurric 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Sec. Ed. 
Ca..ud~daLes tor Degrees, 1969 Fa11· (tontinued) 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES 
Bachelor of Business Administration 
James Reid Cole V 
John Wayne Collins 
Robert Quentin Cothern 
Thomas Stephen Cozzens 
Joseph Anthony Fiorillo Jr. 
Donald Gene Gordanier 
Stephen Coale Harper 
Murray Wayne Kelly 
James Dwaine Knight 
Eileen Ruth Koone 
Philip Kent Lance 
Jeffrey Earl Lawlis 
John Joseph Mahoney 
Dixie DeLozier McAdams 
James Allan Myers 
James Roy Nelson 
Burton Keith Pearsoll 
Phillip Grayson Ramsey 
. . . 
· .. ~ .. , . . :-
Thomas Andrew Rogers 
Randolph Bernard Sahd 
Knollie Lee Sell, 
Thomas Ple&e Snavely 
Douglas Fyfe Vaughan 
Kennetn Arthur Warren 
Gloria Lynn Williams 
Michael Edmund Wolf 
John Francis Yoder 
Concentration 
Marketing 
Industrial Administratiun 
Marketing 
Industrial Administration 
Industrial Administration 
General Business 
Industrial Administration 
Industrial Administration 
Marketing 
Accounting 
Industrial Administration 
Accounting 
Accounting 
Marketing 
General Business 
General Business 
Finance 
Finance 
Industrial Administratio r. 
Marketing 
Industrial Administration 
Accounting 
.Acc~u nting 
Marketing 
Marketing 
Finance 
Industrial Administration 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
Linda Meerdink Evans 
Dorothy Lelia Langley 
Carolyn Emilia Maller 
Sharon Barry Pecha 
Elizabeth Ann Roberts 
Elizabeth McKone Shea 
Judith Lynn Targhetta 
Betty Ann Jones Turpen 
Janice Lynn Sampson 
UNIVERSITY COLtEGE 
Bachelor of University Studies 
Willard Edmund Anderson 
William W. Berger 
William James Cooksey 
Candidates tor Degrees, l 9b9 Fall (~ontinued) Page 10 
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE 
Bachelor of University Studies 
Patrick Michael Doyle 
Richard Alvin Eager 
Thomas Ray Fisher 
Martha M. Boren Foley 
Jane Ella Gardner 
John Shelly Gehrman 
Raymond Charles Giannini 
Charles David Gi l lman 
Deborah Leigh Hayes 
:rhomas :.Joseph ·aQrt).e•:t: 
Richard Miller Reidy 
Rose K. Alden 
Betty Green Allen 
Ciria B. Blakley 
Car l Arthur Brakel Jr . 
Jean Burger Calt 
Andree Eschinasi Carruthers 
Jau-in Lai Chuang 
Reeds. Clarke 
Catherine Sawyer Colberg 
Carol Burns Craighead 
Elizabeth Taylor Dressel 
Marlene Sandra Dunaway 
Richard Lee Elliott 
Nancy Swinney Eppler 
lllen Paul Gerlach 
Audrey Marie Gilleland 
Lois Jacobs Goldfarb 
Gwendolyn Donaldson Gorman 
Donna Lee Groves 
James Howard Gump 
Pamela Lee Guy 
Monique Francoise Hargrove 
Lana Moeller Harrigan 
Charles J . Harriman 
Dennis Lee Kraber 
J ames Scott LaFon 
Sylvia Halper Lee 
David Howard McMann 
Noonan 
Ratcliff 
Catherine Maria Roth 
Thomas Willard Stuart 
SCHOOL OF LAW 
Juris Doctor 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
Master of Arts 
Major 
English 
Guidance 
Guidance 
Portuguese 
Guidance 
French 
Economics 
Second3ry Education 
Secondary Education 
Guidance 
Anthropology 
EducationaJ. :-'Admi Gis t:r a t i on 
Philosophy 
Elementary Education 
History 
Special Education 
French 
Guidance 
Special Education 
History 
Spanish 
French 
Portuguese 
Philosophy 
Candidates for Degrees, 196~ Yall (~ontinued) 
Laura Scannell Havey 
Mary Helen Hendrix 
Thomas Eugene Herrmann 
Mohammad A. Hiari 
Cam Jennings Hurst Jr. 
Pauline nunka Jones 
Karen Toni Knadjian 
John Henry Knesek 
Barbara Ann Lance 
Gladis Fois Maresma 
Doris Jean Martin 
Dale Leavesley Melada 
Jane Burdick Merkey 
Jack Edward Miller 
Richard Paul Miller 
Mary Wilma Newman 
Robert Wayne Norton 
Elizabeth Brueggemann Paak 
Raul Sergio Pedroza 
John Pinto 
Mar(a Teresa Marquis Poinsett 
Stephen Gregory Portman 
Carlos Brazil Ramirez 
Ralph Alcorn Rowley 
Rebecca Kay Sills 
Jeffrey Burns Slesinger 
Ann Byars Smith 
Nannette H. Smith 
Anthony Joseph Spehar 
Tanya Lee Spitzer 
Susan Lynn Donahoe Srubek 
Mary Isabel Steele 
David Edward Stuart 
Bonnie Elyse Barber Symes 
Sheila Carr Tesar 
Marlene Falkowski Venardos 
Brian Edward Weiss 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
Master of Arts 
Master of Science 
Robert Francis Barry 
Charles Arthur Bischoff 
Mark Anthony Casmus 
Douglas Leroy Dunbar 
Albert Nelson Ellis 
Arlee Jon Holm 
Chaw-Kwei Hung,· 
Major 
Elementary Education 
Secondary Education 
Mathematics 
Economics 
Secondary Education 
Secondary Education 
History 
Mathematics 
Page! 11 
Elementary Education 
Latin American Studies 
Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
English 
Speech 
Special Education 
Elementary Education 
Speech 
Special Education 
Spanish 
Elementary Education 
Latin American Studies 
Philosophy 
Political Science 
History 
Spanish 
Economics 
Guidance 
Guidance 
Guidance 
Elementary Education 
Art Education 
Comparative Literature 
Anthropology 
English 
Latin American Studies 
Guidance 
Anthropology 
Major 
Nuclear Engineering 
Nuclear Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Electrical Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Nuclear Engineering 
Eletrical Engineering 
Candidates for Degrees, 1969 ~G.ll·(~ontinued) 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
Master of Science 
Glenn Alan Krimsky 
Jack Douglas Maddox 
John Albert Mikulas 
Jere Bruce Millard 
Major 
Geology 
Nuclear Rngineering 
Nuclear Engineering 
Biology 
Page 12 
Lewis Collin Moore 
John Lincoln Rasho 
Chintalaphani Bhaskar Reddy 
George Elias Rigopoulos 
Charles Robert Tallman 
Jhy-Pyng Tang 
Mechanical Engineering 
Geology 
Edward William Taylor Jr. 
Electrical Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Science of Materials 
Civil Engineering 
Physics 
Master of Business Administration 
James Wendell Barnett 
Ralph Cooksey Bonner 
George J. Gregory 
George Calvin Foreman 
Carolyn Meier Flora 
Kenneth Grant Happel 
James Ying-Sheng Huang 
Douglas Trent Mears 
Robert Hardy Stewart 
Larry Dale Wise 
Master of Arts in Musicology 
Master of Music Education 
Kathleen Scott Mcvicker 
Master of Arts in Teaohing RoUl8 Rcooomics 
Gwendolyn Fletcher Gideon Emma Jean Tant 
Master of Arts in Teaching Industrial Subjects 
Tharon Von Judd 
Master of Arts in Teaching English 
Samuel Luis Tapia 
Master of Arts in Teaching Mathematics 
Timothy Verl Dillehay 
Master of Arts in Teaching Spanish 
Glenna Marie Brewold 
4 
Candidates ror Degrees, 1969 Fall (Continued) 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
Marian alleo Barefoot 
David Hugh Greenwood 
Ro~ald Dean dreas 
Thomas bel rtrcin1ega 
Doctor of Education 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Ernesto Justiniano Baca, Jr. 
Isidore Herman Becker 
Lawrence Bruce Benton 
Dean H .. Carstens 
Francis Bernard Casey, Jr. 
Abdallah aji Dabboucy 
Dirk Andrew Dahlgren 
Thomas Mockett Davies, Jr, 
Nelson Sutton DeMuth, Jr. 
William Christopher Hardy 
Baburao Jakapa Kasmalkar 
Peggy Ann Keilman 
Andrew E. Lee 
Karl Kilby Long 
William Wilbur Megenney 
Douglas Grant uller 
/ 
Jose Otero Rosales 
David Perkins 
Mohammed Mujeeb-Ur-Rahman 
Kevin Thomas Schmelter 
Gerald Marc Slavin 
Peter Van Hove 
Charles Neal Walter 
Allen Harvey Wolach 
David Leslie Wright 
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Major 
Pupil Personnel Services 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Major 
Electrical Engineering 
Education: Administration and 
Supervision 
Chemistry 
English 
Ibero- American Studies 
Chemistry 
Medical Science 
Mathematics 
Mathematics 
History 
Nuclear Engineering 
Ma theme tics 
Civil Engineering 
Psychology 
Psychology 
Psychology 
Spanish 
Education: Foundations of 
Education 
Spanish 
Psychology 
Psychology 
Spanish 
Spanish 
History 
Mathematics 
Psychology 
Electrical Engineering 
( 
Th ul yo n 0 
o o n 
ly 
0 
y 0 
h 
RESOLUT ION 
(~~ ~ ()ft f ~O') ~k) 
\fo wf sh to go on r cord as finding tho racom:nendatlons of 
"'rhe Lag!siatlve Unl :ersit les lnvest4gat!ng Cor.:nlti"es to be 
detr!mof"lta / to tho best Interests of unlvars ! ty oducatlon In 
Ne~, rv1.ax f co . 
In part t cul ar, 1.1e fl nd ourse eves concerned w f th thf, fo 11 ow Ing 
fssuas: 
4. 
l} T'ne n:x:cm.ondan on that campus secur I ty be trnns forrocl 
f,·om campus author-ftlos to t'ha State Po i lco boars f !ttle 
re ;atfonshfp 'i"o i'ha day-to- ·ay realtit los of camps 1 fo, 
and dc~s not rci t i act the ~ eek o:' v Io l r,nce and ro I ~rt l v0 peace 1 f L 
uhk:11 havo characi·erfzad ti"''W Mexica .r--·!":':')t·, os. · ts i-cm:,vai "'P ner stl!tf-c i.rnivers-if,c--:; 
. • . 1,.(111'1',..Y.r rv 
of c:-itcrc~ir-..a:1t r sponsibi r: ~ty from .-~=S"-Q1CQ- 1c aals 
and i he i ntrociuc·r ion of si'.~te r,ol l c.e .. 1. ,;;, •~e..a:.s,•mililo 
. e r 
. -~ h'} 1sd to pon rfzatfon nd op~n llCG. 
2 ) ho !i·n0s~ 111" .. wn~·ty nicorrenendai-ion +s not on-Jy of 
do,.:bt·~us cons·,J'h.ri·icnalfty!J but a lso thr-~jatens to pof,tJcJze 
th~ un v vars It; s. Th i s rccor!l snda"ta on Wt.lU ! d rnakG it poss f b le 
for ! :·rospo, 5 lb 1 a end t.as - I ass clmrgos to 1:o brought -ga inst 
1.m i w:in, t ·ty ~or~:;onn~1 l , I aav J ng them no roco,1rso to I I bs i or-
s i c.t1d0, la~s. l-r .ould vbJoct facul·,·y m.;.bers to the consta,,t 
j ;" ' ' °'"' · 1' ..,.>-\fp ,al·,~"t ,- .. ,-r· r•·,.,.I (I"' n ,• ¥-,·.-·.l n .. l -.,+'A"°c: 
• ; ' ... l .,: I ~ 
\''ht c;1 ~;-·l,l no·t :·1 e bus; rwss of H .:i I en f s i.1.Jturs . ,,oove a I I , It 
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RESOLUTION 
considering that the Legal Aid Society performs an indispen-
sable charitable service to the poor people of Bernalillo county, 
that a percentage of the funds for its support must come from local 
sources in order for the remaining percentage to be made available 
by the United States Government, and that its membership, officers 
and staff have demonstrated their dedication to serving the inter-
ests of the poor of this community without fear or favor, the 
Faculty of the University of New Mexico deplores the United community 
Fund's decisions to reduce its financial support for the Society for 
197 0 and withdraw it altogether for 1971 and urges that these deci-
sions be rescinded. 
Wa lter E. Barnett 
Leo Kanowi tz 
Jerrold Walden 
Frederick M. Hart 
Albert E. Utton 
Hugh B. Muir 
Malcolm P. Sharp 
: obert J · Desiderio 
Obert W. Walker 
co-sponsors 
Karl Christman 
Edwin H. Caplan 
Lothar G. Winter 
Virginia Reva 
William S . Peters 
Richard A . Reid 
Daniel M. Slate 
Charles s . Telly 
Edwin c. Hoyt 
SUBSTITUTE RESOLUTION 
Recently, the Legal Aid Society of Albuquerque became 
involved in a public controversy concerning its policy of assuring 
professional autonomy for its staff attorneys. The response of 
the United Community Fund of reducing its financial support is an 
unjustifiable use of its power to allocate our charitable 
contributions. This response was an intervention in the internal 
operation of a donee agency and is inconsistent with the pur-
ported goals of UCF . The faculty of the University of New Mexico 
disapproves this intervention and resolves as follows: The 
University of New Mexico should immediately cease its participa-
tion in the United Community Fund; the University administration 
should take the steps necessary to assure that no further UCF 
payroll deductions are made by the University. 
RECOMME:NDATIC~ FROM THE CON'r!NUING EOUCATION COMMITTEE 
RELATIVE TO THE BRANCH COLLEGE AT GALLUP 
The continuing Education committee met January 6, 1970, and 
reaffirmed the University of New Mexico's commitment as an educa-
tion and service institution through the Division of continuing 
Education. The Committee therefore recommends to the faculty that 
the University of New Mexico Gallup Branch be allowed to offer 
post-high-school courses or programs which are responsive to the 
needs of the Gallup area. This recommendation, in effect, a.mends 
the action of the University Faculty on January 9, 1968, limiting 
the offerings at the Gallup Branch to "a basic program of courses 
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~STRIBUTION OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO SCHOLARSHIP MONEY 
BY COLLEGE FOR ACADEMIC YEAR 1968-69 
FUNDS REPORTED 
UNM - 22-007 
UNM - 29-001 
TRUST BELL 
TRUST JACKLING 
TOTAL 
$82,515.00 
69,882.00 
30,875.00 
9,010.00 
$192., 282_ 00 
COLLEGE 
FALL 68-69 
COLLEGE 
ENROLLMENT 
NUMBER ON 
UNM 
SCHOLARSHIP 
A & S 2367 177 
BUSINESS 405 8 
EDUCATION 1175 73 
ENGINEERING 555 34 
LAW 180 65 
FINE ARTS 452 38 
*GRADUATE SCHOOL 2665 4 
Graduate aid comes 
from other sources . 
*MEDICINE 98 2 
· Medical School aid 
comes from other sour~es. 
NURSING 130 8 
PHARMACY 153 6 
UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE 5034 257 
TOTALS 13~214 672 
APPROXIMATE% 
OF COLLEGE TOTAL 
ON SCHOLARSHIP 
7% 
2% 
6% 
6% 
36% 
8% 
00.,{, 
2°,4, 
6% 
4% 
5% 
SCHOLARSHIP 
MONEY 
50,142 
2,110 
17,115 
10,675 
27,750 
8,287 
1,625 
350 
2,250 
1,700 
70,27_8 
192,282 
APPROXIMATE% APPROXIMATE% 
OF TOTAL SCHOL- OF TOTAL STU-
ARSHIP FUNDS DENT BODY 
26% 18% 
1% 3% 
9% 9% 
6% 4% 
14% 1% 
4% 3% 
1% 20% 
0% 1% 
1% 1% 
1% 1% 
36% 38% 
SUMMARY OF ALL FINANCIAL AID 
University & Sponsored Scholarship 
Program 
Educational Opportunity Grants 
National Defense Student Loan Program 
Nursing Student Loan Program 
Cuban Loan Program 
Federally Insured Loan Program 
College Work-Study Program 
Short-Term Loan Program 
Educational Funds Incorporated 
Mis7ellaneous Accounts requiring 
dispersement by Student Aids 
Deferred Tuition Note 
TOTAL 
No. of 
Students 
1181 
558 
992 
35 
32 
884 
921 
616 
128 
107 
637 
6091 
Amount 
$343,215.46 
283,760.00 
462,072.00 
13,300.00 
13,325.00 
505,820.00 
443,341.00 
42,349.41 
128,951.75 
98,270.00 
157,210.00 
$2,491,614.62 
